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School Oversees Full Field Program in Summer '91 
Wίllίam D. Ε. Coulson , Dίrector of the School, summarίzes the '91 season results. 

In reporting on the fieldwork of the 
American School, Ι would like first to ex
press the School 's gratitude to the Greek 
Ministry of Culture and its Department of 
Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities under 
then Acting Director Eos Zervoudaki and 
to all the Ephoreias of Antiquities for their 
kindness in facilitating the work of the 
School. 

The School 's own excavations were car
ried out at Corinth and the Athenian 
Agora. At Corinth , excavations under the 
direction of Charles Williams continued 
work on the Frankish church and focused 
on the court south of the church . Five 
students of the School served as field 
supervisors with Nancy Bookidis Assistant 
Director. Activity concentrated upon the 
examination of the long hall south of the 
church; the hall was cleared down to what 
appears to be its original tloor level. Fif
teen Frankish coins were recovered within 
this fill , none datable later than the first 
twenty years of the 14th century . lndeed, 
the greatest significance of this Frankish 
complex lies in the wealth of coins found 
in strata associated with the court and their 
consistent dating: late 13th century and the 
first 15 years ofthe 14th century. By link
ing this material with historical references 
in the correspondence of Pope Clement V, 
the destruction of this complex can be 
associated with the Catalan attack on Cor
inth in 1312 AD. The evidence seems 
secure enough to suggest that the complex 
and its artifacts can provide a fixed 
chronological point for dating various pot
tery fabrics, including Protomaiolica, Ar
chaic Maiolica, Metallic and Roulette 
wares (Veneto wares). 

Under the direction of Τ. Leslie Shear, 
Jr . and John Camp, work in the Athenian 
Agora continued on the north side of 
Hadrian Street in the area around the 
Painted Stoa. In front of and south of the 
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Corίnth: Easι Fa~ade of Frankίsh Buίldίng . 

New Systems Installed at ASCSA 
Publications Office 

Following the recornmendations of aπ ad 
hoc Committee of the Trustees, directed 
by James Η . Ottaway, Jr ., the School 
Publications Office is undergoing the most 
radical changes since it first became com
puterized in 1981. 

In a major advance in technology, the 
Publications Office has acquired a new 
typesetting system based on a Sun worksta
tion , with supporting PC 's and hardware 
which includes a digital-audio tape drive 
for back-up and a LaserMaster printer 
capable of producing proofs or camera
ready repro at 1,000 dots per inch. For 
typesetting, the School will use TeX soft
ware, system of choice at a number of 
scholarly presses . 

The new equipment replaces the Ibycus 
typesetting system, a revolutionary ad
vance in scholarly typesetting some ten 
years ago but now outdated , with repair 
and replacement virtually impossible. Yet 
it has many features difficult to find in 

newer systems, such as the ease with which 
it switches between Greek and Roman. 
The new system, however , promises to 
give the Publications Office great tlexibili
ty in creating special characters and greater 
reliability in its hardware. Of particular 
importance, it will be able to read both 
Mac and DOS in 3 'h 11 or 5 'Α 11 diskettes, 
a tlexibility missing from Ibycus . 
Το make the transition, the School is 

drawing on the expertise of many people. 
Pierre MacKay , Department of Classics at 
the University ofWashington, Seattle, with 
extensive experience in computer applica
tions and in the development of the TeX 
software, is installing the system and giv
ing the Publications Office staff 
preliminary instruction. Philippa Matheson 
of the Amphora Project, Centre for Com
puters in the Humanities , University of 
Toronto , has also been a consultant in the 
use of the programs, while Charles 
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Ancient Sun, Modern Light: Greek Drama on the Modern Stage 
. Dr. Marίanne McDonald 's ίnterests range wίde, from the classίcs, where she has made fundamental. changes ίn the field 
through the development of the 1hesaurus Lίnguae Graecae, to the medίeval harp. ASCSA Trustee sίnce 1985, she now teaches 
at the Unίversίty of Califomίa , San Dίego. In the followίng essay, she descrίbes her latest book, whίch explores ίnterpretatίons 
of ancίent drama ίn the modem theater. 

Why are the classics still of interest to 
us today? Can we really learn from our 
past if our present has so radically changed 
from a technological and geopoli tical 
standpoint? Are the classics simple arti
facts, and worse than that, are they im
perialist weapons exported from fιrst world 
countries to enslave third world ones? 
These are questions which are still hotly 
debated in exchanges between scholars 
who occupy politically correct positions, 
opting fo r local native literatures 
(preferably noneuropean), and those who 
hotly defend the classics as the last bastion 
of sanity in a world where values are rapid
ly disintegrating (this position is often 
\abeled fascist). 

Ι believe classics can be read by both 
camps, and that modern reworkings can 
bridge the gap . My book tries to select 
works that elucidate the vital relevance of 
ancient classics to modern citizens of the 
world . 
Ancίent Sun, Modern Lίght, discussing 

plays based οη Greek tragedy , is second 
in a trilogy . The first, dealing with fi lms 
based οη Greek tragedies , is cal\ed 
Eurίpίdes ίn Cίnema: 1he Heart Made 
Vίsίble; the third is cal\ed The Lyre 1hat 
Sίngs Truth: Greek Lίterature ίn Opera. 
These all look mainly at Greek tragedy, 
which as Nietzsche observed offered a 
form oftruth , like Medusa, sometimes too 
horrible to gaze ο η directly. 

Ιη my current book Ι discuss Suzuki 
Tadashi ' s trilogy , 1he Trojan Women, 
Clytemnestra and the Bacchae; Peter 
Sellars ' Ajax, Tony Harrison 's The 
Trackers of Oxyrhynchus and Medea: Α 
Sex War Opera, Theodoros Terzopoulos' 
producti on of Heiner Mull e r ' s 
Medeamaterίal , and Thomas Murphy 's 
Sanctuary Lamp. None of these are sim
ple translations, but some are closer to the 
original than others. 

Each of Suzuk.i 's three plays is a study 
of power and its abuse ίη public and private 
contexts. He takes elements from Noh and 
Kabuki , recent Japanese history, coupled 
with a rigorous physical training for his 
actors and revives the Greek classics, in· 
jecting the life of these Western signifiers 
into his own theatrical and historical 
tradit.ion. 

1he Trojan Women shows us a Japanese 
woman after Hiroshima imagining herself 

as Euripides' Hecuba. Suzuk.i 's Clytemnestra 
is based οη Noh drama with Clytemnestra 

Dr. Marίanne McDonald 

returning as a ghost to kill Orestes after 
he has k.i lled her following Apollo's com
mand . We can chalk up a victory for 
matriarchy, and the amae (dependent) 
society in Japan, so well described by Doi 
Takeo, the noted psychiatrist, ίη his book, 
1he Anatomy of Dependence. 1he Bacchae 
shows the confrontation between Pentheus 
and Dionysus at severallevels: the rational 
vs. the irrational , with the latter winning 
if it is overly suppressed; and a shadow
ing of the confrontation between America 
and Japan, with America clearly losing 
(except ί η one version, ίη which Pentheus 
returns as a resurre ted bully/tyrant to en
fo rce his will οη his victims). 

Sellars' Ajax deals with the suppression 
and manipulation of truth . His production, 
based ο η Robert Auletta ' s free translation 
of Sophocles , shows the CIA ίη a cover
up operation, trying to blacken Ajax 
because he has become dangerously 
powerful , even in death . This shows us the 
media manipulating our minds, and deals 
with the construction of truth . 

Tony Harrison uses Sophocles' Trackers 
(/chneutaί) to show the confrontation be
tween " high" and ' Ίοw" art, and how its 
exclusive possession parallels other abuses 
of power by the " haves" over the " have
nots. " This shows the manipulation of man 
by art. His Medea continues this message 
by showing how Medea herself, and many 
women, have been maligned in their 

representations by males wishing to main
tain the status quo of their power. 

Heiner Muller 's Medeamaterίal shows 
a world violated by man as Medea was 
violated by Jason. Ιη addition to a psycho
logical message, he delivers an en
vironmental. Muller 's landscape is one of 
total devastation, and the present is simp
ly the garbage pile of the past , with 
humanity about to be added to the heap . 

Thomas Murphy uses Ireland as his tool 
for dissecting the present. The Sanctuary 
Lamp achieves a catharsis of guilt through 
the enacted play which is influenced by 
both Aeschylus and the Catholic tradition. 
Α legal trial (such as the one depicted at 
the end of the Eumenίdes) and a formal 
confession (as found in the Catholic 
Church) are replaced by communal drink
ing and conversation - still the preferred 
mode of confession in Ireland today. The 
play ends with the hope of a new day , and 
some of dawn 's warmth is generated by the 
heart of man. 

These plays range over Japan, America , 
England , Greece, Germany and Ireland. 
Greek humanism is at the core of each . 
The message singing across the centuries 
is still meaningful for modern man; it is 
essential for the salvation of his soul in a 
world where Satan can have a nuclear face . 
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The Propylaia Publication: The End in Sight . .. 
Dr. Tessa Dίnsmoor, fo r many years assocίated wίth the ASCSA, ίs currently 
preparίng the publίcatίon of the Propylaίa, α project whίch has preoccupίed 
members of the School and her own famίly for several generatίons. 

For more than two years Ι have been 
working towards the fina1 publication of 
the Propylaia, the study of which is prob
ably the longest project in the history of 
the American Schoo\ . William Bell 
Dinsmoor began his work on the building 
in 1908, when he came to the School as 
Fellow in Architecture; his name has been 
identified with ongoing research in this 
area for the greater part of this century. 

What is not so wel\ known , however , is 
that he was not the first member of the 
School to study this monument. lndeed , 
Dinsmoor 's first year in Athens coincides 
with the presentatiσn σf a study by Bert 
Hσdge Hill , then Director of the Schσσl , 
and Henry Dunn Wσod, who had been 
Fellow in Architecture in 1906-08. In the 
Open Meeting of February 1908, bσth men 
gave ta\ks on the Prσpylaia . Prσfessor Hill 
announced his findings in cσnnection with 
the unbuilt nσrtheast hall, Mr. Wσod 
reported his work ση the rather bizarre 
southwest wing . 

The intriguing building, and the ap
prσach σf the twσ men, fired the imagina
tiσn σf the young Dinsmσσr. Taking σver 
frσm Henry Wσod , he began his 
mσnumental study while Fellσw in Ar
chitecture (1908-12). Sσme σf his results 
appeared in the 191 Ο issue of the Amerίcan 
Journal of Archaeology. Prσfessσr 
Dinsmσσr was named Architect σf the 
Schσσl (1912-19) after Stuart Thσmpsσn 
was brσught in as Fellσw " to enable Mr. 
Dinsmoor to give his time withσut undue 
interruptiσn tσ his wσrk ση the Propylaia.'' 

During those years, except fσr σcca
s iσnal fσrays into other sites , he fσcused 
his attentiσn ση this gateway: directly σr 
indirectly , his study σf the Nikias mσnu
ment develσped σut σf his lnterest in the 
Beule Gate. He had turned tσ this latter 
mσnument, amσng others, when he began 
tσ expand his prσjected study. In the mean
time, he repσrted that he had just about 
completed his wσrk ση the Prσpylaia 

(1916). As Louis Lord wrote, "Like thσse 
algebraic functiσns that are always ap
proaching but never quite reaching their 
fixed limits, Mr. Dinsmσσr was cσmrnis
sioned a Lieutenant in the U.S . Army ." 
Since he was attached tσ the U.S . Military 
Representative in Greece, this did nσt in
terrupt his connection with the Schσσl. In
deed , in the spring of 1919, he managed 
tσ conduct aπ excavatiσn in the southwest 
wing. 

During his first five years at Cσlumbia 
University he held the cσncurrent pσsitiσn 
of Prσfessσr σf Architecture at the Schσσl 
(Cσlumbia fσoted the bill) , and he divided 
his time between Athens and New Yσrk. 
It was during these years that the project 
was expanded officially. He drew up aπ 
σutline of a giant mσnσgraph with 22 
chapters , and 5 appendices , to include the 
whσle west end of the Acropσlis , as well 
as σther miscellaneσus buildings . Again, 
he reported near cσmpletiσn σf the draw
ings and eventual completiσn σf the book. 

Ι η 1928, a secσnd excavatiσn, this time 
ση the west slσpe, was to prove fatal fσr 
his projected publication. An inscriptiσn he 
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WBD on Propylaίa 

fσund (fitting I.G. 112 649) turned his at
tentiσn tσ Hellenistic chrσnolσgy. The in
tricate calculatiσns in chrσnσlσgical 
research delighted him and were tσ lure 
him, eventually, into the study σf the 
Mayan calendar. He was nσt to get back 
to the Prσpylaia until he had settled per
manently in Athens , after aπ illness. Now, 
however, he was unable tσ wσrk ο η his 
Acrσpolis. 

History then repeated itself. William 
Bell Dinsmoσr , J r. , aπ architect with his 
σwn practice in the United States, came tσ 
Athens in 1962-63 ση aπ Olivia James 
Fellowship, tσ help with the prσject and 
draw many σf the plates fσr the projected 
treatise. He, in his turn , was fascinated by 
the building and by the archaeolσgical ap
prσach tσ it. He turned tσ archaeσlσgy and 
was , eventually , tσ write what was the 
begiΌning σf the Prσpylaia publicatiσn - a 
mσnσgraph ση the archaic predecessσrs σf 
the classical building. At the time of his 
death he was revising his father ' s wσrk fσr 
eventual publicatiσn. 

The wσrk nσw tσ appear will bc a return 
to the scσpe σf the σriginal study, that is , 
the building σf Mnesikles . Α generσus 
grant from the 1984 Fσundatiσn has 
enabled me to cσl\ate manuscripts , nσtes 
and drawings , and tσ revise and edit a 
substantial body of work. 

The stσry σf the cσnstructiσn σf the Prσ
pylaia in the 5th century , as nσw documen
ted , is σne of fits and starts, σf grand cσn
cepts and reducing reality. It is irσnic that 
the stσry of the study σf the building in the 
20th century can be characterized in the 
same way - except σf cσurse , that Mnesikles 
took only five years to cσmplete it. 



School Reports 
Roman Caryatids, Roman Atlantes 

The use of sculpted humaπ figures as 
weight-bearing architectural members is aπ 
iπtriguiπg pheπomeπoπ ίπ the history of 
aπc ieπt art. While Greek caryatids and 
atlaπtes are well-knowπ , scholars have 
teπded to overlook their Romaπ suc
cessors, particularly those ίπ the Greek 
East, a regioπ sometimes coπsidered a pro
viπcial backwater despite the lively coπ

tiπuity there of Greek artistic traditioπs 
uπder Roman patronage. The little scholar
ship ex.istiπg οπ Roman figural supports iπ
cludes them ίπ broad surveys which give 
limited atteπtioπ to the iπdividual 
moπuments , and coπceπtrates οπ those ex
amples which copy Greek prototypes. 

Most Roman figural supports, however, 
were πew creations or significant modifica
tions of Greek models. Further, the 
Romans employed them ίπ strikiπgly dif
fereπt ways than did the Greeks. This year, 
with the help of aπ Americaπ School Ad
vaπced Fellowship and a 1984 Fouπdation 
Grant, Ι begaπ research οπ my dissertatioπ 
topic, Monumental Figural Supports in the 
Archίtecture of Roman Greece and Asia 
Mίnor, uπder the directioπ of Charles Μ . 
Edwards of the Art History Department of 
the Uπiversity of Texas at Austiπ . Here, 
Ι would like briefly to summarize my pro
ject and review the relevaπt moπumeπts 
from Greece. 

Figural supports are upright , weight
bearing architectural members, such as 
columns or pillars, carved to represeπt a 
humaπ figure . They differ from peopled 
scroll pilasters or figured capitals by sug
gestiπg that the figure actually replaces the 
architectural member. Figural supports 
range from freestaπdiπg statues to pillars 
whose front surfaces are carved ίπ low 
relief. While their architectural iπtegrity 
varies widely , all coπvey the illu sioπ of 
bearing weight. 

Several kiπds of physical evidence caπ 
iπdicate architectural use for figural 
sculpture. Α head or headdress whose flat 
upper surface preserves a dowel hole or 
clamp cuttiπg, or is dressed to receive a 
superimposed element, probably beloπgs 
to a figural support. Α pillar ruππiπg up 
a statue 's back would provide additioπal 
strength for beariπg weight. Α broad , 
shallow, vertical channel aloπg the back of 
a statue suggests that it abutted a project
iπg wall , whose eπtablature it probably 
helped to support. Though none of these 
features iπ itself proves architectonic func
tioπ , all certaiπ figural supports have one 
or more of them. In additioπ , since sup
port figures often come in rniπor-reversed 
pairs, mirror-reversal , takeπ with other 
evideπce , caπ iπdicate architectural use. 

Corinth: Figure from Captives Fac;ade 

The Romaπs expaπded the icoπographic 
aπd contextual raπge of figural supports , 
aπd used them more frequeπtly than did the 
Greeks . Several dozen examples survive 
from the Greek East aloπe. Unfortuπate
ly, less than half caπ be securely assigπed 
to specific buildiπgs . Ι am focusiπg on 
those examples _ f roughly a dozeπ -
whose architectural contexts are knowπ . 
This will keep my study feasible and em
phasize the importaπce of context iπ 
elucidating their meaπiπg . Siπce figural 
supports are the oπly truly architectural 
form of architectural sculpture, they caπ 
be fully uπderstood only as aπ integral part 
of the buildiπgs they help support. 
Α brief review of figural supports from 

four buildings in Greece knowπ to have 
featured them iπ the Romaπ period wiH il
lustrate the variety of their icoπography 
and use. In Atheπs , two buildings uπder
went Romaπ modifications that included 
the additioπ of figural supports. The 
Odeioπ of Agrippa iπ the Agora , erected 
ca. 15 BC, was reπovated in the rnid
second century AD , perhaps as a result of 

its roof coLlapsing. Its seating capacity was 
subsequeπtly reduced by half to arouπd 
500, aπd its maiπ facade and eπtraπce 
moved from the south side of the buildiπg , 
where it served as aπ exteπsioπ ofthe Mid
dle Stoa, to the πorth , where it faced 
directly οπtο the Panatheπaic Way. 

The πew porticoed eπtryway features six 
colossal figural pillars represeπtiπg giaπts 
aπd tritoπs. Those eπteriπg the buildiπg or 
asceπdiπg to the Acropolis, aπd who knew 
their Partheπoπ icoπography, would 
recogπize that the tritoπs ' upper bodies 
were copied from that of Poseidoπ ο π the 
west pedimeπt , while those of the giaπts 
may have beeπ derived from that of 
Hephaistos οπ the east pedimeπt . Siπce 
Hesiod 's Tritoπ is the offspriπg of 
Poseidoπ aπd Amphitrite , the use of the 
Partheπoπ Poseidoπ as model for the 
Odeioπ tritoπs may have beeπ iπteπded to 
emphasize the creature 's diviπe liπeage . 
However, ίπ a more geπeral seπse , sπaky
tailed giaπts aπd fi sh-tailed tritoπs are 
hybrid moπsters born of the earth aπd sea. 
As such, ίπ the Odeioπ they represeπt uπ
civilized forces put to work ίπ the service 
of a cultural building. They are a self
coπscious statement of cultural sophistica
tioπ with several layers of possible meaπ
iπg , aπd , to my knowledge, the oπly ex
amples of tritoπs or giaπts used as figural 
supports. 

The Theater of Dioπysos Eleutherios οπ 
the south slope of the Atheπiaπ Acropolis 
uπderweπt a Hadrianic reπovatioπ which 
iπcluded the additioπ of a series of weight
beariπg sileπs to the scenae frons. Α col
ossal pillar-sileπ , a pair of colossal shaggy 
pillar-silens, fragmeπts of at least four 
smaller shaggy sileπs without pillars, and 
two kneeliπg sileπs , reused iπ the Bema of 
Phaedrus, survive. The architectural use 
aπd Hadriaπic date of all four types is cer
taiπ , although their exact location in the 
stage building aπd the dates of the pro
totypes from which they are derived is not. 
Dioπysiac imagery is , of course, ap
propriate to , and commoπ iπ , theater 
decoratioπ , and several other theaters in 
Italy and Asia Miπor possess Romaπ 
figural supports representiπg satyrs aπd 
maeπads . As in the Odeion of Agrippa, so 
here creatures which are half-humaπ , half
aπimal are at work in a cultural building. 
It seems fittiπg that Dioπysos' followers 
should help support a buildiπg type with 
which he is so closely associated . 

The Inπer Propyloπ of the saπctuary of 
Demeter at Eleusis, donated by Appius 
Claudius Pulcher around 50 BC, featured 
a pair of colossal caryatids. They flanked 
the iπside of the ceπtral door of the 

continued on page 5 
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gateway and faced intσ the sanctuary , abut
ting twσ shσr( spur walls. Their 
icσnσgraphy is unique and relates them 
directly tσ the cult σf Demeter. On their 
heads they suppσrt representatiσns σf the 
mystic kίstaί , which in turn helped support 
the entablature . The kίstaί , and the Dσric 
frieze σfthe prσpylσn , are decσrated with 
such emblems σf the Eleusinian cult as 
wheat stalks , pσppies, and plemochoaί. The 
caryatids prσbably represent priestesses σf 
the cult , shσwn having just entered the 
sanctuary after carrying the kίstaί in the 
great 14-mile pompe from Athens to 
Eleusis . This wσuld explain their unusual 
Iocatiσn inside the prσpylσn , facing into the 
sanctuary . They accσmpany , rather than 
greet, the initiates entering the sanctuary, 
and tσ thσse leaving prσvide a sσlemen 
reminder σf what they have sσ recently ex
perienced . The Eleusis caryatids are 
σriginal creatiσns which inspired a series 
σf later Rσman cσpies and variants in Italy . 

In Cσrinth , the upper stσry σf the sσ

called Captives' Faςade ση the west side 
σf the fσrum carried cσlσssal figural pillars 
representing male barbarians in attitudes 
σf mσurning . The faςade was a mσnumen
tal screen creating a fσrecσurt fσr the 
basi\ica behind it. Its date is uncertain but 
prσbably falls in the third quarter σf the 
2nd century AD . Its iconσgraphy and sty\e 
suggest that it cσmmemσrated aπ Antonine 
victσry σver the Parthians. Τwσ males in 
eastern clσthing are nearly entirely 
preserved , and additiσnal fragments sug
gest that there were σriginally fσur . Τwσ 
fragmentary female heads fσund nearby 
may belong to captive wσmen. Reliefs ση 
the captives' bases shσw mσre captives, a 
pile σf arms, and Victσry crσwning a 
trσphy, adding further tσ the icσnσgraphy 
σf barbarian defeat. The faςade wσuld have 
been a prσminent landmark in the fσrum , 
but wσuld have been experienced most 
directly by thσse passing thrσugh it to the 
basilica. This raises the interesting ques
tiσn σf the functiσnal relatiσnship between 
the basilica, its fσrecσurt, and the Cap
tives ' Faςade . 

It seems clear from this brief σverview 
that figural supports must be viewed in the 
cσntext σf the lσcation, functiσn , and type 
σf building they σccupy , their lσcatiσn in 
the building, and hσw the viewer saw 
them . Alsσ clear is the creativity with 
which the Rσmans used figural suppσrts , 
whether they were inventing new icσnσ
graphy σr mσdifying existing prσtσtypes . 
My study σffigural suppσrts frσm Rσman 
Greece and Asia Minσr will pursue these 
areas σutlined abσve in aπ effσrt tσ under
stand hσw and why the Rσmans emplσyed 
this unique fσrm σf architectural sculpture. 

Robert Ε. Thurlow 
Samuel Η. Kress Fellow 

School Reports 
Church of the Dormition of the Virgin 'Όf Skripou" 

The church σf the Dσrmitiσn σf the 
Virgin 'Όf Skripou" is ησ stranger tσ 
students and schσlars frσm the American 
Schσσl . We have prσbably all nσticed it as 
we traversed the Cσpaic Basin in search 
σf the sites and mσnuments σf Bσeotia . In
deed it can be σverlσσked σnly with dif
ficulty , fσr it stands tσ its σriginal height 
amidst the ruins σf ancient Orchσmenσs. 

That the church is a veritable storehσuse 
σf ancient material is evident tσ the mσst 
casual σf visitors, and places it upσn the 

ship tσ cσntempσrary developments in the 
Byzantine wσrld at large. 

The present church σf the Dormitiσn was 
the katholίkon , σr main church, σf a 
monastery . In typical Byzantine fashiσn it 
was the focal pσint σf the mσnastic cσm
plex, surrσunded by an σpen cσurtyard and 
irregularly placed cσnventual buildings . 
Νσt a single σne σf these is preserved in 
its σriginal state, althσugh a wing σf cells 
south σf the church may follow the σήginal 
lines of its medieval predecessσr. Απ 

Church of the Dormίtίon of the Vίrgίn 'Όf Skrίpou. " 

itinerary σf any enthusiast σf the wσrld σf 
antiquity. But the church σf the Dσrmitiσn 
is impσrtant in its σwn right as a pivσtal 
mσnument σf the medieval periσd . It has 
lσng been recognized as aπ intermediary 
between the Early Christian and Byzantine 
architecture σf Grepce, and is σf particular 
interest fσr its pσtential in elucidating the 
sσ-called '' Dark Ages '' of Byzantium (7th 
tσ 9th centuries AD) . Α fσundatiσn σf 
elabσrate decσratiσn and impressive 
dimensiσns , it was cσnstructed \ate in the 
9th century by a wealthy and high-ranking 
σfficial of the Byzantine cσurt. As such it 
bespeaks a significance which stretches far 
beyσnd the prσvincial frσntiers σf medieval 
Hellas , perhaps even as far as Cσnstantinσ
ple itself. 

It is my intentiσn tσ examine this mσnu
ment as the fσcus σf my dissertation 
research . As Gennadeiσn Fellσw at the 
Schσσl in 1991 /92 , Ι have been able tσ lay 
the groundwσrk for a cσmplete docuπιen
tatiσn σf the existing structure, its fσrmal 
and styli stic appearance, and its relatiσn-

5 

arched gateway, still extant and located just 
west σf the excavated Mycenaean building, 
gave access tσ the complex in the 19th cen
tury . Dated by inscriptiσn to 1856, it in
cσrporates ancient spolia and fragments σf 
architectural sculpture frσm the church 
itself. One must imagine a circuit of low 
buildings extending ση either side σf it. 
These have since been dismantled , in the 
prσcess σf which a myriad of ancient ar
chitectural members were brought to light 
and may be seen today strewn abσut the 
envirσns σf the church . 
Althσugh nσthing σf the σriginal cσnven

tual buildings remains staηding, the church 
itself has survived with much σf its 
medieval fabric intact. It takes the fσrm σf 
a dσmed transept basilica, with interiσr 
spaces surmσunted by barrel vaults . At the 
crσssing, four modern cσncrete arches sup
port a twentieth-century dσme and circular 
drum ση pendentives . The crσss-shaped 
unit fσrmed by the intersecting nave and 
transept dσminates the design , rising as it 
does to a greater height than the lateral 

continued on page 6 
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aisles aπd πarthex. This formula , ίπ 
modified form , caπ be seeπ ίπ πumerous 
1Oth aπd 11th ceπtury churches throughout 
Greece and the Balkans. ln the 9th ceπtury , 
however, the church at Skτipou appears to 
be uπique , aπd may have offered iπspira
tioπ for this \ater buildiπg activity. 

The visitor to the site wi\1 uπdoubtedly 
πotice a great dea\ of medieval architec
tural sculpture associated with the church . 
Marble baπds of decoratioπ iπ low relief 
completely surrouπd aπd subdivide both 
the iπterior and exterior walls at roof \evel 
aπd at the spriπgiπg of the vaults . Much 
of this remaiπs ίn sίtu , although some 
fragmeπts have beeπ dislodged aπd may be 
viewed at c\ose raπge uπder the πearby 
portico south of the church. Α walk arouπd 
the buildiπg's exterior will give aπ idea of 
the great variety of motifs used, as well as 
the flatteπed, abstract style of the carviπg . 
Carefully iπtegrated iπto the architectural 
framework of the eπtire buildiπg , it iπ
dicates a stroπg iπterest ίπ creatiπg aπ ex
terior as we\1 as aπ iπterior aesthetic. This 
πew interest is a hallmark of the Middle 
Byzantine period, heπce the sculptural 
decoratioπ of this church stands as a 
forerunner of \ater trends. 

In terms of its architecture , the church 
is considered to be a '' transitioπal '' 
buildiπg , bridging the gap betweeπ the 
Early Christiaπ and Byzaπtine building 
traditions. The most obvious survivals 
from the ear\ier period are its large size, 
its heavy, almost poπderous wal\ surfaces, 
aπd its system of vaulting superimposed 
onto a building ofbasilican plan. As is well 
known, the type of scheme which fuses a 
\oπgitudinal basilica with a domed, ceπ
tralized bay flourished ίπ the 6th century 
AD, uπder the emperor Justiπian . Its coπ
tinued usage ίπ the fo\lowiπg ceπturies is 
we\1 documeπted, aπd the church of the 
Dormitioπ should be viewed as part of this 
traditioπ. Although it preceded the more 
complex aπd sophisticated spatia\ ar
rangements of Middle Byzaπtiπe churches 
by just a few decades , it has more in com
moπ with these earlier developmeπts. Its 
low , cave-like side ais\es are completely 
uπiπtegrated with the \ong nave aπd well
lit domed crossing, so that the general im
pressioπ is not that of a standard Byzantiπe 
building . Rather, it is a moπumeπt typical 
of the ''Dark Ages," essentially rooted ίπ 
the past and yet experimentiπg with the 
basic componeπts of articulatioπ aπd 
sculpture which were to be more fully 
developed in the followiπg ceπturies. 

The preseπt church of the Dormition is 
not the first building to have occupied the 
site at Orchomeπos. The Three Graces 
were especial\y veπerated here , and the 

tradition that a temple and sanctuary once 
existed immediately be\ow the medieval 
buildiπg may coπtain some graiπ of truth . 
The iπclusioπ of eπtire column drums, 
upeπded and positioπed οπ the πorth , west, 
aπd south faι;ades, is aπ uπusua\ aπd im
portaπt componeπt ίπ its coπstructioπ . It 
is ποt difficult to imagiπe that they may 
have beeπ pilfered from a temple οπ the 
same site. Ιπ geπeral , however , the 
materials used ίπ its coπstructioπ were 
takeπ from the aπcieπt theater across the 
road . That site c\early served as a coπve
πieπt quarry for the medieva\ builders. 

The circumstances ofthe church's erec
tioπ are not entirely clear , but a πumber 
of important facts are elucidated by the sur
vival of buildiπg iπscriptioπs ίπcorporated 
into the exterior wa\ls. The first is located 
on the main apse of the sanctuary: a series 
of seveπ πarrow plaques followiπg the cur
vature of the wall reveals the fouπder, the 
'' Protospatharios Leo, ' ' and the dedicatioπ 
ofthe church to the Virgiπ . From iπscrip
tioπs on the πorth aπd south walls we learn 
that the two apsed chambers flanking the 
saπctuary actually fuπctioπed as parek
klesίa, or side chapels. That to the south 
was dedicated to St. Peter while its 
couπterpart to the πorth was given over to 
St. Paul. The \atter inscriptioπ also sup
plies us with the exact date of the 
building's erectioπ , ίπ 873/874 AD. On the 
west faι;ade a paπegyric iπscriptioπ , dif
fereπt in style and coπteπt from the others , 
praises the accomplishmeπts of the same 
Protospatharios Leo. 

This last iπscriptioπ is particularly il
lu.ιηiπatiπg in regard to the cultural c\imate 
of the late 9th ceπtury . It is composed ίπ 
hexameter, with aπ abuπdaπt use of 
Homeric phrases and classical allusioπs. 

It refers to the ' Ίegeπdary Orchomeπos," 
aπd it likeπs the moπastery to a '' famous 
preciπct of the goddess." The erudite toπe 
aπd use of classical metaphor suggests a 
high level of educatioπ, eveπ ίπ this rura\ 
area οπ the friπge of the Empire. 
Moreover , it iπdicates a stroπg iπterest ίπ 
aπtiquity and a special awareπess of the im
mediate surrouπdiπgs. The placemeπt of 
spolίa withiπ the building may also be coπ
sidered as aπ expressioπ of this attitude 
toward the past. Of πote is the localizatioπ 
of aπcieπt iπscriptioπs primarily ίπ the 
jambs of doorways , aπd the promiπeπt 
positioπ of a sculpted fuπerary stele ίπ the 
πarthex , just left of the maiπ eπtraπce iπto 
the πave . We should remember that the 
fouπder of the moπastery was al\ied with 
the emperor Basil Ι , whose revival of the 
classical heritage aπd emphasis οπ the arts 
iπ Coπstantiπople are we\1-knowπ . This 
buildiπg seems to speak of the same spirit 
of revival. It be\oπgs to aπ eπtire c\ass of 
Midd\e Byzaπtiπe churches ίπ ceπtral aπd 
southerπ Greece which careful\y aπd at 

times artfully iπcorporate ancieπt buildiπg 
material into thejr walls . Perhaps this was 
doπe at Orchomeπos for ideological as well 
as ecoπomical purposes. 

Little is known of the church's history 
after its erectioπ uπtil the late 19th ceπtury . 
The early trave\ers were always hospitably 
received at the moπastery of Skτipou , as 
Orchomeπos was theπ called. It provided 
a coπveπieπt location to pause aπd take a 
πight 's lodgiπg before passiπg οπ to 
Chairoπeia or Levadeia . The antiquity of 
the church is πearly always πoted , although 
the medieval buildiπgs were ποt of primary 
coπcern to those searching for the " rea\ " 
remaiπs of the aπcieπt world. 

From the 19th century we have a much 
c\earer picture of the building activity sur
rouπdiπg the church. This iπcrease in doc
umentatioπ correspoπds to the begiπniπg 
of archaeological activity at the site of 
Orchomeπos. Schliemaππ stayed in the 
moπastery duriπg his excavatioπs of the 
tholos tomb, and wheπ Strzygowski visited 
the building ίπ 1894 it was still iπ aπ ex
celleπt state of preservatioπ . Οπe year later 
the structure was heavily damaged by a 
major earthquake. It remaiπed in a ruiπous 
coπditioπ uπtil restorations were uπder
takeπ in the late 1920' s. Shortly thereafter 
it became the subject of a brief moπograph 
by Sotiriou in the Archaίologίke Ephemerίs 
of 1931 , which remains the definitive work 
on the building . Today it appears essen
tially ίπ the form acquired at this time. 

Despite its position as a pivota\ moπu
meπt , the architecture of the church at Or
chomeπos has πever been sufficiently 
studied. The scanty documeπtation of its 
structure from the early thirties has ποt 
beeπ upgraded or supplemeπted in any 
sigπificaπt way , aπd little attempt has ever 
beeπ made to decipher the various stages 
of repair which have altered the buildiπg's 
origiπal appearaπce . Α careful study of the 
existiπg edifice aπd a re-evaluation of its 
buildiπg history will hopeful\y result iπ a 
better uπderstanding not only of this par
ticular structure, but of the artistic milieu 
ofthe entire period as well. The most strik
ing characteristics of the church - its size 
and system of vaultiπg - bear witπess to 
the survival of Justiniaπic coπcepts aπd 
priπciples . Οπ the other haπd its sculpture 
aπd iπscriptions indicate a spirit of revival 
aπd poiπt to the chaπgiπg treπds of the 
future . While perhaps lackiπg al\ of the 
refiπemeπts which characterize the monu
meπts of the middle Byzaπtine period, it 
coπtains the basic components which were 
to be more fully developed there . As such 
it bears witπess to the dyπamic πature of 
Byzaπtiπe architecture and sculpture in 
Greece ίπ the \ate 9th century. 

Amy Cassens 
Gennadeίon Fellow 1991-92 
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The Sanctuary of Zeus Basileus at Lebadeia 

Diodorus Siculus (15 .53 .4) tells us that 
ίη 371 BC, Epaminoπdas celebrated the 
Thebaπ victory at Leuctra by establishing 
aπ agoπistic festival ίπ hoπor of Zeus 
Basileus at Lebadeia (see map) . The date 
for the adveπt of this festival is essentially 
confirmed by IG 7.2532 . This iπscriptioπ 
is the earliest extant dedication by a victor 
at games called the Basileia, and it is well 
dated to the mid 4th ceπtury BC by the 
sigπature of the sculptor Polycleitus 111. 
These two sources mark the earliest 
literary and epigraphic testimoπia to the 
cult of Zeus Basileus. While the cult may 
have existed prior to 371 BC, there is ηο 
defiπite corroborative evidence for this. 
Moreover, while Basileus caπ be fouπd as 
an epithet for Zeus as early as Hesiod 
(Works and Days 668), there is, to my 
knowledge, ηο cult of Zeus Basileus at
tested ίη the Greek world earlier than that 
at Lebadeia, and certaiπly ποηe better 
known to either the ancients or moderπ 
scholars . 

References to this cult, almost all of 
which are epigraphic, coπtinue uninter
rupted into the 1st century BC. These in
clude manumissioπs, building iπscriptioπs 
for the temple, dedicatioπs to Zeus 
Basileus and Hera Basilis, and aπ abuπ
daπce of Basileia victor dedications . The 
πature of this unusual cult can be ascertaiπ
ed, at least iπ part, from several of these 
iπscriptioπs. 

Our richest evidence comes from the 
building inscriptioπs for the Temple of 
Zeus Basileus (/G7.3073-3076; Ath. Mίtt. 

1897, 179; BCH 1896, 318; BCH 1940/41 
37.23). This series of stelae, detailiπg 
specifications for the temple' s paviπg, 
plinths, orthostates , and a faςade of the 
peristyle , names several federal 
Boeotarchs aπd archons. Also, a federal 
college of nαοpοίοί was giveπ the respon
sibility of supervisiπg the constructioπ of 
the temple. This college of nαοpοίοί may 
have been modeled after the iπstitution of 
the same πame at Delphi aπd created 
specifically for the erectioπ of this temple 
aπd, in fact, formed the primary goverπ
iπg body iπ Boeotia after 146 BC. Thus , 
the temple' s commissioπ aπd constructioπ 
was esseπtially a federal eπterprise of the 
Boeotiaπ Κοίηοπ . 

Απ iπscription published in the BCH for 
1901 (365 .19, 80-51 BC) is aπ accouπt or 
apologίa for the Basileia by the festival ' s 
agoπothete. The Basileia, like the construc
tioπ of the temple , was managed by the 
naopoίoί . Furthermore, the judges called 
eukrίtaί , the rhabdophoraί or umpires , and 
the delegates to the games were all of paπ-

Area of Lebadeίa ίn antiquίty. 

Boeotian origins . At the eπd of this inscrip
tion is a partial list of metal objects and 
their weights , possibly aπ inventory of 
vessels which were housed in the temple of 
Zeus Basileus . The descriptioπ of several 
of these vessels include the dedicatory iπ
scriptions; all πames recorded are ideπ
tified as those of former agoπothetes . Their 
ethnics demoπstrate that the agoπothetes 
also came from all major Boeotiaπ towπs ; 
ποηe is ideπtified as comiπg from 
Lebadeia. 

Besides this iπveπtory of metal objects , 
there are only three other recorded dedica
tions to Zeus Basileus or Hera Basilis . /G 
7. 3091 dated to the secoπd hal f ot· the 3rd 
ceπtury BC is a dedicatioπ to Zeus Basil
eus aπd the city of Lebadia by yet aπother 
agoπothete for the .Basileia. /G 7.3096 and 
3097 of the early Romaπ period (171-27 
BC) are dedicatioπs to Hera Basilis aπd 
Zeus Basileus by their respective priests. 
All of these dedicatioπs are of a rather 
public πature . There are πο extant private 
dedicatioπs , oπly those of cult officials. 
While this may simply be an accident of 
preservatioπ , as it staπds the iπformatioπ 
from the cultic dedicatioπs seems to iπ
dicate that there was little , if πο , private 
or civic iπvolvemeπt in the saπctuary of 
Zeus Basileus, suggestiπg that the cult was 
almost a purely political eπtity . 

IG 9.1.98, dated to the second half of 
the 3rd ceπtury BC, is a treaty of alliaπce 
betweeπ Boeotia aπd Phocis, sworn before 
Poseidoπ , Atheπa , Zeus Basileus and Hera 
Basilis. All these gods, identified as 
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Poseidon at Onchestus , Zeus Basileus and 
Hera Basilis at Lebadeia, and either Athena 
Craπeia at Elatea or Athena ltoneia or 
Alalcomeneis ίπ Boeotia, must have had 
federal status at the time ofthe oath. While 
aπcient sources, primarily Polybius and 
Livy , refer to other Boeotian treaties and 
alliances, there are πο other recorded oaths 
as such . There is, however , a stele from 
Delphi (/G 9 1.170) recording a treaty 
between Boeotia aπd Aetolia dated to the 
eπd ofthe 4th ceπtury BC, which specifies 
that copies of the documeπt were to be set 
up at the Boeotian sanctuaries of Poseidon 
at Oπchestus , Athena ltoneia, and Athena 
Alalcomeπeis. Ι woπder if the absence of 
Zeus Basileus at Lebadeia here indicates 
that this sanctuary did ποt have federal 
status at this time. Although the Basileia 
were already established, all indications of 
federal iπvolvemeπt (i.e. the apologίa, 
references to nαοpοίοί and other federal of
ficials) date to the latter part of the 3rd cen
tury BC aπd beyond . 

The earliest indicatioπ that the cult of 
Zeus Basileus had takeπ οπ federal status 
is SEG 25 .90 dated to 281/280 BC. This 
is aπ Atheniaπ decree hoπoring six tax
ίarchs seπt as official envoys to Boeotia to 
perform a sacrifice at the Basileia. The fact 
that the taxίarchs were seπt as envoys '' to 
Boeotia" rather than simply to Lebadeia, 
demoπstrates that the Basileia represeπted 
some sort of official Boeotiaπ event by this 
time. Thus, the sanctuary of Zeus Basileus 

conιinued on page 12 



Panathenaia Exhibition at Hood 
Jenifer Neils (ASCSA SS '70), Chaίr of the Art Hίstory Department at Case 
Westem Reserve Unίversίty, ίs servίng as guest curator for " Goddess and Polίs: 
1he Panathenaίc Festίval ίn Ancίent Athens, " whίch she began researchίng as 
Whίtehead Professor at the School durίng Sprίng 1989. 

While American television audiences 
will not have a chance to watch the 
hoplίtodromos or pyrrhic dancing at this 
summer's Olympics, these events and 
others will accompany the exhibition 
" Goddess and Polis: The Panathenaic 
Festival in Ancient Athens " at the Hood 
Museum of Art of Dartmouth Col\ege 
from September 12 until December 6. 
Compήsed of seventy objects of classical 

art ranging from small silver coins to over 
lifesize marble sculpture, this exhibition 
explores the Athenian equivalent of the 
Olympics, the Panathenaia. It was held 
with special grandeur every four years, and 
included musical as well as athletic and 
equestrian contests . Distinctive to the 
Panathenaia were tribal competitions in 
which Athenians danced in armor, raced 
boats ίη the Piraeus, ran the torch from the 
Academy to the Acropolis, and even com
peted in " manly exce11ence" (equandrίa) . 

The culrnination of the festival was the pro
cession to the Acropolis bearing a newly 
woven peplos to the cult statue of Athena 
Polias, followed by a large sacrifice and 
feasting. This last event may have been the 
highpoint of the celebration for non-athletic 
Athenians such as Socrates who associated 
"indigestion" with the Panathenaia, as 
recorded in Aristophanes' Clouds (386-87). 

When asked three years ago to organize 
a traveling exhibition of classical art for 
Dartmouth , Ι suggested focusing on the 
Panathenaia since the Hood Museum 
houses one of eight extant prize amphoras 
by the Berlin Painter, the only one which 
portrays wrestlers. In addition , the 
Panathenaia is an especially appropriate 
subject for an art exhibition: unlike other 
Greek festivals , it actually utilized works 
of art . Every four years the Athenian of
ficials in charge ofthe festival commission
ed, often from the most talented painters 
in the Kerameikos , a minimum of 1300 
large black-figured amphorae as contaίners 
for the prίze , olive oil. They also oversaw 
the design and weaving of the peplos , 
which featured the gods battling the giants . 
Unfortunately no trace of this ίmportant 
textile survives, but prize Panathenaic am
phorae are well-represented in American 
collections. τωs exhibition will display 
nine full-size prize vases , as we\l as a 
number of the smaller ίmitations including 
the miniatures which were filled with 
" Panathenaic" perfume. Superb examples 
of ancient Greek draftsmanship , these 
Athenian vase-paintings also provide im
portant contemporary documentation for 

various aspects of the athletic and 
equestrian contests . Ironica1ly they often 
are used to illustrate books on the ancient 
Olympics , so this exhibition will serve to 
display them in their proper context. 

Black-figure Panathenaίc Amphora, at
trίbuted to the Berlίn Paίnter, c. 500-475 
BC. Hood Museum of Art, Dartmouth 
College. 

" Goddess and Polis " also focuses on 
Athena, the patron deity of Athens, in all 
her manifestations. As Athena Nike she 
brought victory to the athletic and musical 
contestants. As Athena Ergane she patron
ized the artisans of Athens; it is not coin
cidental that Atqenian craftsmanship 
played such a majbr role in her festival. 
As Athena Polias she is a city goddess. In
deed , the civic dimension of this festival 
is much more in evidence than in the 
"crown " games, most particularly in the 
tribal contests, wωch were lίmited to Athe
nian citizens. As Athena Parthenos, she 
received in the fifth century a magnificent 
new temple , the Parthenon , with a frieze 
carved with the Panathenaic procession in 
her honor . 

New research and recent publications , 
many of them written by scholars associ
ated with the School and first appearing in 
this Newsletter (such as Stephen Tracy 's 
on a 2nd century BC Panathenaic victor 
list, and Jennifer Tobin 's on the Pana
thenaic sωp ofHerodes Atticus) have made 
this a timely project. One future and two 

former Whitehead Professors have con
tributed to the catalogue, wωch will be the 
first publication devoted solely to this 
Athenian festival. Alan Shapiro, who will 
be at the School in the fa11, has written aπ 
essay on the musical and rhapsodic com
petitions. Brunilde Ridgway examines the 
sculptural images of Athena on the 
Acropolis from the Athena Polias to the 
Athena Parthenos . Ι am writing about the 
evolution of the Panathenaic prize am
phora, as well as the festival in general . 
Athenian athletics and their relation to 
historic and political changes in Athens are 
treated by Donald Kyle , and Elizabeth 
Barber examines technical aspects of the 
peplos. 

Through exhibitions and catalogue, we 
explore works of art in their religious and 
civic context, providing a vivid picture of 
the Panathenaic festival as it was held in 
Athens in the 6th and 5th centuries BC. It 
was a colorful , action-filled spectacle, 
which touched the lives of every Athenian , 
male and female , young and old , rich and 
poor , citizen and metic. As such it must 
have had a dramatic impact on the civic 
consciousness of the Athenians, which in 
turn may have prompted the development 
of the high classical style which first ap
pears on the Parthenon frieze. As an all
inclusive festival it exemplified the city's 
participatory democracy ; its contests 
demonstrated the competitive spirit of its 
people; its prizes and votive gifts showed 
off the skills of its artisans and the wealth 
of its produce (wool and olive oil); and 
above all it celebrated Athena as the divine 
protectress of a glorious city. 

" Goddess and Polis" will move to the 
Tampa Museum of Art January 9 - April 
16, 1993 , the Virginia Museum of Fine 
Arts May 11 - August 1, and the Princeton 
University Art Museum August 31 - No
vember 28 . The exhibition and catalogue, 
to be distributed by Princeton University 
Press , have been generously funded by the 
National Endowments for the Humanities 
and The Arts, federal agencies . 

* * * 
On October 23-24, the Hood Museum of 
Art and the Classics Department of Dart
mouth College will present '' Athens and 
Beyond, '' aπ interdisciplinary symposium 
on the Panathenaic Festival in Ancient 
Athens. Participants include Elizabeth 
Barber, Alan Boegehold , Robert Connor , 
Leslie Kurke, Donald Kyle, Mary Lefko
witz, Jenifer Neils , Jerome Pollitt , 
Brunilde Ridgway , Noel Robertson, 
Jeremy Rutter , Alan Shapiro, Erika 
Simon, and Matthew Wiencke. For further 
information and registration , contact 
Katherine Hart , Hood Museum of Art, 
Dartmouth College, Hanover , ΝΗ 03755, 
Tel . (603) 646-2808 . 
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New Book Explores Ancient Weddings 
Professors Rebecca Η. Sίnos (ASCSA; Amherst College) and John Η. Oakley (ASCSA '76- '77, '78- '79; College of Wίllίam and 
Mary) have just completed The Weddings in Ancient Athens, forthcomίng from the Unίversίty of Wίsconsίn Press, as descrίbed 
here by Prof essor Sίnos. 

My work on the wedding in ancient 
Greece has led me into almost every genre 
of Greek literature and several collections 
of Greek inscriptions. There is much of in
terest in this written evidence, from the 
characteristic wedding songs and dances 
mentioned in the /lίad and Odyssey to the 
outrageous wedding feasts described in 
New Comedy to regulations for a Herakles 
sanctuary in Kos governing the use of din
ing rooms for a wedding celebration (under 
the condition that the god 's statue be in
vited to the feast!) . But perhaps the most 
exciting area of research lies in vase pain
tings depicting wedding scenes. 

This year John Oakley and Ι have com
pleted a book on the subject of the Athe
nian wedding with an emphasis on the 
evidence provided by black- and red-figure 
vases. The School ' s Blegen Library was 
the site where both of us began our 
research into the subject of wedding 
scenes, at first independently , and it was 
at the Schoo\ that we discovered our com
mon interest and decided to work together . 
For me, part of the pleasure of this pro
ject was that instead of my usual rather 
solitary research Ι had a colleague who was 
not only an expert in the field of vase
painting but also vitally interested in the 
questions Ι had been investigating . 

Among the most interesting aspects of 
the vases John and Ι examined are the 
various ways in which they link actual 
wedding customs to mythic models. In 
vases of the last decades of the 5th cen
tury BC, for example, the bride is often 
depicted as she is being adorned by other 
women , with the help of Eros and other 
companions of Aphrodite and , in some 
cases, the goddess herself. Here we see the 
bride in a different perspective from that 
presented ίη much of our literary evidence, 
which often focuses attention on unwilling 
or unlucky brides . On these vases we see 
the bride entering into the sphere of 
Aphrodite and corning into possession of 
the powerful tools of this goddess: the per
fumed oil , jewelry, crowns, shoes , and 
graceful garments that can make a woman 
powerfully attractive. 

Vase paintings depicting the bride 's 
preparations feature the same instruments 
of adornment that make Pandora irresisti
ble ίη Hesiod's accounts of her creation, 
as a "sheer snare , against which men can 
do nothing. " Similarly , when Hera plots 
to seduce Zeus , she anoints herself with 
oil , arranges her hair, puts on an em
broidered gown fastened with a golden pin 

and encircled by a tasseled belt, earrings , 
a veil, delicate sandals, and fmally prevails 
upon Aphrodite to give her ' Ίove and 
desire" with which the goddess " subdues 
a\l ίmmortals as we\l as mortal men. " The 
preparations ofPandora and Hera , intend
ed to make them irresistibly seductive, are 
the same as those of the brides featured on 
Athenian pottery . 

Red-figure vase in the Boston Museum of 
Fine Arts, In v. Νο. 03.821 . Courtesy, 
Museum of Fine Arts. 

These vases present an image of the 
bride not as the victim of men 's manipula
tions, but rather as corning into possession 
of her own powerful and divinely sanction
ed means of attracting her husband. This 
power could be used to undo a man, as do 
both Pandora and Hera. But it could also 
be used to cement the marital bond . So ίη 
Menander ' s Dyskolos, one character 
states , 'Ά young m~n 's marriage is more 
stable if he is persιladed to marry out of 
love.'' 

Among the vase paintings depicting the 
bride's adornment is an amphora ίη Boston 
by the Kadmos Painter to which Ι have 
turned my attention recently. The vase 
features three groups of figures arranged 
according to a graceful rhythm. Το the left, 
Eros binds the sandals of one woman , 
while another Eros holds a plate of fruit 
beside a seated woman who wears a metal 
bridal crown. Το the right, a woman gazes 
into a mirror and another lifts one edge of 
her hίmatίon over her shoulder; on the 
ground below her rests a lyre. The binding 
of sandals, the crown, the mirror , the ad
justing of graceful garments, as well as the 
suggestion of fertility implicit in the ripe 

fruit, are all motifs appropriate to the wed
ding. But the setting for this scene is not 
the interior of a house, but rather the out
doors, as indicated by severalleafy shoots. 
These women who adorn themselves are 
not ordinary brides, but nymphs, followers 
of the goddess Arternis whose sphere is 
suggested by the palm tree, one of her 
symbols, in the upper left-hand corner of 
the scene. 

This is one of several wedding scenes 
featuring nymphs, female figures of the 
wild whose name is the Greek word for 
bride, nymphe. The identification of 
nymphs as brides (or vice-versa) suggests 
that nymphs exemplify a type of mythic 
paradigm for the wedding . Their mytho
logy works ίη two directions. They are 
famous ίη literature and art as the objects 
of pursuit. But other stories tell of nympho
lepts , men captured by nymphs . The wed
ding ritual draws attention to both sides of 
the nymphe. On the one hand , the bride 's 
role in the ceremony was as the object of 
a pursuit , a passive figure led to house of 
the groom and kept there by a guard who 
stood outside the door of the bridal 
chamber so that she could not be rescued. 
Like the nymphs of mythology , the bride 
was wrested from her group of friends , the 
chorus of girls who sang songs at the wed
ding protesting her departure (a role taken 
by mother of the bride in modern Greek 
villages) . On the other hand, the bride 's 
preparations equipped her to be irresistibly 
attractive to her husband, a "snare" whose 
effect on the bridegroom is evident in vase 
paintings ίη which the groom looks back 
at the bride as he leads her on, enthra\led 
through his gaze by the seductive power 
emanating from the bride. 
Α letter ascribed to Aeschines tells a 

story of the seduction of a Trojan girl who 
allows a young man to enter too literally 
into the symbolism of the wedding ritual. 
In Troy, the story goes, it was the custom 
for Trojan bήdes to bathe ίη the Scamander 
River before theίr weddings and to cry out, 
" Take my virginity, Scamander! " Α cer
tain Cimon, son of Scamander, waited un
til one of the Trojan girls made this cry, 
then leaped out of the bushes and said , 
''Gladly Ι receive it and Ι take Callirhoe, 
since Ι am from Scamander! '' 

The gods ' place in the wedding 
ceremony is not usually so dramatically 
enacted. Even so, in the wedding we have 
an excellent example of how the Greeks 
seem to have entered into mythic patterns 
ίη the course of ritual . ~ 
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At the Arcadia/Laconia Sculpture Conference in April: Co-organizer Professor Olga Palagia 
jlanked by (left) Professors Jerome l o Pollitto Yale Uniνersity, and John Boardman, Oxford 
Uniνersity ο 

year, reports Blegen Librarian Nancy 
Winter , the joint computerization project 
of Athens' Mchaeologicallibraries has pro
gressed to the submission of a funding pro
posal to the EECO However , since the 
United States is not an EEC member , the 
School will have to find funds independent
ly for its share of the expenseso The com
puters in all three Library offices are now 
linked οη a Novell network among them
selves and with the British School and the 
Genenadius o November saw the installa
tion of the DY ABOLA cataloguing system 
and staff began training in retrieval and 
data entryo Once ASCSA subject headings 
are converted to the DY ABOLA system, 
the Library will begin on-line cataloguingo 
As soon as funding becomes available, the 
School aims to install a public-access ter
minal so that Members will finally have ac
cess to the DY ABOLA databaseo 

Professor Aνeril Cameron , ίn Athens for the 
11th Annual Walton Lectureo 

Dro Charles Κ. Wίllίams 11, αι Open 
Meeting on Aprίl 30 

The ASCSA-Princeton University
Fulbright Program/Greece exchange pro
gram continued to flourish in 1991-1992 ο 
Mrso Evi Toώoupa, retired Director ofthe 
Acropolis , spent a month at Princeton 
University in the fallo Ιη 1992-1993 , par
ticipating scholars wi11 include Drs o loan
nis Papapostolou (University ofloannina) 
and Tassos Tanoulas (Acropolis 
Ephoreia)o 

From the Blegen Library comes news of 
ongoing changeo With heavy construction 
(and disruption) now in the past, Library 
staffhas tumed to, among other things, the 
computerization project. Over the past 

Dro Nancy Winter, Terracotta Conference 
organizer (left) , and Concette Ciurcinafrom the 
Museum of Syracuse (Sicily)o 

On March 4, School members bid farewell to three staff members who were retίrίng or 
leaνίng: (jrom left) Christina Traitorou , receptionist , who has been at the School for 
fiνe years; 1heodoros Staνropoulos, who has serνed as School cook for 24 years; and 
Ενdοχία Marounga, who has been α maid for 19 yearso 
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The Friends of the ASCSA in the New 
Υ ork area enjoyed a wide-ranging prograrn 
of lectures this year. The program opened 
on Nov . 18 with Prof. Rebecca Hague 
Sinos (ASCSA '78- '79, Amherst College) , 
whose topic was ''The Power of Nymphs 
in Greek Myth and Life," and continued 
with Prof. Thomas Β. Pa1aima, who 
presented ' Ίη Search of the Mycenaean 
Kings: The Organization of Power in the 
Late Greek Bronze Age" at the Metro
politan Museum of Art on Jan. 11 , co
sponsored by the Museum and the New 
York Society of the Archaeological In
stitute of America . On Feb. 24, Dr. 
Carmen Arnold - Biucch, Margaret 
Thompson Curator of Greek Coins at the 
American Numismatic Society , spoke on 
'Άrt and War in Fifth century Sicily 
throught the Coins," and a month later , 
Prof. Philip Betancourt described the 
results of his explorations in Pseira (Crete) 
to a packed audience. The season closed 
on May 12 with Dr. Beryl Barr-Sharrar, 
who presented the late Hellenistic bronzes 
from the Mahdia shipwreck, subject of 
new study and conservation by a team of 
scholars put together by the Landes
museum in Bonn. 

Professor Evelyn Β. Hαrrison, Whίteheαd 
Professor '91- '92, at her December lecture. 

The Ad-Hoc Computer Committee of 
the Managing Committee subrnitted a 
report to the Managing Committee sum
marizing their findings over the past year . 
Members S. Β. Aleshire (ASCSA 
Associate Member 1991-1992), Kevin 
Clinton (Cornell University) , and Robert 
Α. Bauslaugh (Emory University) made 
short-term and long-term recommenda
tions for upgrading and maintaining the 
equipment in the Computer Room. In
creasingly heavy usage has put a cor
respondingly growing pressure on equip
ment and School staff. While many 

7here hαs seldom been α Greek winter to equαl thαt of 1991-92. Snowstorms begαn in 
eαrly December αnd contίnued ίntermίttently through the rest of the seαson, 
culmίnαting in lαte April with α report of jlurries ίn Kίphissία. Undαunted, School αc
tivities contίnued; α group of students, led by Director W.D.E. Coulson, took αdvαn
tαge of the weather to make α snowman in Aulis (Euboea) on Feb. 23. 

students and visiting Scholars now bring 
their own, a trend which the Comrnittee 
feels should be encouraged, this does not 
obviate the need for the purchase of addi
tional software and hardware and for on
going maintenance. 

The Basil Room at the Gennadius Library 
housed an exhibition mounted by the 
Friends of the Museum of Milies on Mount 
Pelion, to commemorate the bicentenary 
of the Geographίa Neoterίkί of Daniel 
Philippides and Gregorios Konstantas , 
published in Vienna in 1791 . The Library 
displayed a number of its rare Greek print
ings of scientific works of the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries. In early 1992 the 
Gennadeion also played host to the British 
School at Athens for an exhibition of that 
School 's archives and excavation note
books from the past hundred years of its 
existence . For June, Schoo1 Archivist 
Carol Zerner has organized a similar ex
hibition on the work of American archaeo
logists in Greece, which will travel to 
Princeton 's Firestone Library in the fall. 

The second issue of The New Grίffon was 
published this winter by the staff of the 
Gennadeion, with short articles, mainly in 
Greek, on recent activities and notable 
acquisitions . Among the important recent 
acquisitions is a reader-printer, donated to 
the Library by the Philoi . 

1 1 

Mrs. Μαrία Mitsotakίs, wife of Greek Prίme 
Minίster Contantine Mitsotαkis, with W. D. 
Ε. Coulson at the lecture given by Dr. 
Metaxiα Tsίpopoulou in the Fall. 

Ι7ιe Presίdent of the American College of 
Greece ίn Aghia Pαraskevi , John Baίley, 
and his wife lrene, at the Spring lecture 
given by Dr. Marianne McDonald. 



Wiener Lab Dedicated 
On June 2, the School fo rmally 

dedicated the Malcolm Wiener Labora
tory , located in the New Wing of the 
Blegen Library and named for School 
Trustee Malcolm Wiener , who has been 
its prime inspiration and benefactor. 

Although not formally open , the labora
tory began operations in September 1991 , 
with a focus on bioarchaeology , human 
and animal bones in particular. Appointed 
as Laboratory Fellow for the 1991-1992 
academic year, Dr. Tina McGeorge, a 
physical anthropologist who has worked 
extensively on Crete, concentrated on the 
analysis of human skeletons from excava
tions at Chania and other sites in western 
Crete and from sites excavated by the 
ephoreia of antiquities at Ayios Nikolaos 
in the east. 

Fulbright Fellow Lynn Synder, from the 
Antrhopology Department at the Univer
sity of Tennessee worked on the study of 
animal bones uncovered during the course 
of excavations at Kavousi in East Crete. 
Her study concentrated on identifying the 
different species in order to determine diet 
and herding practice in the Late Bronze to 
Early Iron Ages in East Crete . 

~ 

Athens Democracy 
Conference Set 

In connection with the " Democracy 
2500 Project,'' the School has scheduled 
a conference ''The Archaeology of 
Democracy,'' to be held in Athens 
December 4-6. The four sessions include 
Architecture, chaired by T.L . Shear 
(Princeton University and Agora Excava
tions) , Cult and Religion, chaired by Η. 
Alan Shapiro (Stevens Institute of 
Technology), Demes of Attica, chaired by 
Frank Frost (University of California at 
Santa Barbara) , and Sculpture, chaired by 
Olga Palagia (University of Athens) . The 
conference will be followed by a tour of 
Attica organized by John Traill (Victoria 
College, University of Toronto). 

~ 

Managing Committee 
Election 

At the May 9 Managing Comrnittee 
meeting in New York, Halford Haskell 
(Southwestern University), Chair, Com
mittee on Committees, announced the 
following election results: to the Executive 
Committee, Carol Mattusch (George 
Mason University) and Rhys Townsend 
(Clark University) ; to the Committee on 
Comrnittees, Barbara Barletta (University 
of Florida, Gainesville) , John Fischer 
(Wabash College) , and Alan Shapiro 
(Stevens Institute of Technology) ; to the 
Admissions and Fellowships , Niall Slater 
(Emory University) ; to Personnel , Eugene 
Borza (Pennsylvania State University); to 
Publications, Jeremy Rutter (Dartmouth 
College) and Hector Williams (Universi
ty of British Columbia); to Gennadius 
Libary , George Huxley (Queen 's Univer
sity , Belfast) and Stephen W. Reinert 
(Rutgers); to Summer Sessions , Gerald V. 
Lalonde (Grinnell College) . 

Also at the Managing Committee 
meeting, Robert Lamberton (Princeton 
University), Chair, Gennadius Comrnittee, 
announced that David R. Jordan, current
ly a Senior Associate Member of the 
School, was selected as Acting Director of 
the Gennadius Library for 1992-1993 . 

Guidelines 
Published 

The ASCSA Publications Office an
nounces the completion of the new, 
revised Guidelines for Authors, ap
plicable to anyone who is preparing a 
manuscript for Hesperia or for the 
School 's series of books and mono
graphs. For a cόpy , write to the 
Publications Office, c/o Institute for 
Advanced Study , 320 Olden Lane, 
Princeton NJ 08543. The Guidelines 
will also be published in the 
December, 1992 volume of Hesperia. 

'Όn-Site" Goes to Ionia 
For the fifth year in a row , 'Όn-Site with the American School'' is taking a 

group of Friends of the American School on the annιial study tour. Focus of this 
year's trip , which takes place from June 3 to June 19, is the Ionian Greeks. Under 
the leadership of Professor Gerald Schaus, the group begins its tour in Chios and 
spends almost two weeks exploring the Ionian sites of Asia Minor. In Turkey, Bryn 
Mawr graduate student Ya~ar Ersoy , a member of the Aegean Institute of Izmir , 
will join 'Όn-Site" as assistant leader. 

Evelyn Smithson 
1923-1992 

Evelyn Lord Smithson 

died on March 9 

in her home in Buffalo 

after a brief illness. 

Lebadeia 
contίnued from page 7 

may have attained fully recognized federal 
status sometime between the end of the 4th 
century and 281 /280 BC. 

Sometime in the 1st century BC, all 
epigraphic references to Zeus Basileus, 
Hera Basilis or their associated games, the 
Basileia, cease. This dearth of epigraphic 
references to Zeus Basileus after the Ι st 
century BC suggests to me that the cult was 
essentially abandoned at this time. The ex
planation for this abandonment may lie in 
the very nature of the sanctuary as a federal 
entity . Under Roman rule the Boeotian 
Koinon, although probably continuing to 
function at least in religious matters into 
the 1st century AD, was deprived, in 
stages, of its governing power. As the 
Koinon became inactive, there would no 
longer have been a need for a sanctuary 
as politically based as that at Lebadeia . 
While this would probably not have end
ed an old cult of long standing, the cult of 
Zeus Basileus has no traceable pedigree 
prior to 371 BC. Further events in the 1st 
century BC may have facilitated the decline 
or perhaps even been the final death knell 
for the cult since Plutarch (Life of Sulla 
16.4) tells11s that Lebadeia was sacked by 
the troops of Mithridates in 86 BC . 
Perhaps, between the sacking of the town 
and the absence of an active Κ οίηση which 
was its primary reason for existing, the cult 
of Zeus Basileus essentially died out. In 
sum, references to the cult of Zeus Basileus 
first appear at the pinnacle of Boeotian 
power after the battle of Leuctra in 371 
BC , and cease at the end of Boeotian 
politica1 sovereignty in the 1st century BC. 
The foundation, development and decline 
of this cult seems to follow the general 
tides of Boeotian political history during 
the Classical, Hellenistic , and early Roman 
periods. 

Lee Ann Turner 
Stevens Fellow 1991-92 
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The Athenian Agora in India 
Professor Elίzabeth Lyding Wίll, (Amherst College), longtίme 
assocίate ofthe School, descrίbes here her January νίsίt to Indίa 
on the traίl of Amphora stamps. 

As Ι sat at my desk in the comfortable 
ashram guest house in J anuary, Ι realized 
that this was the most exotic spot in which 
Ι had ever worked on Roman amphoras. 
Ι had worked on Asteroskopeiou Street in 
Athens, in the picturesque Turkish house 
where the offices and storerooms of the 
Agora Excavations were located before the 
move to the Stoa of Attalos. Ι had worked 
on amphoras in a reconstructed section of 
Diocletian's palace at Split and in assorted 
museum basements all over the Mediter
ranean, even in a former women's prison, 
now part of the National Museum in 
Cagliari, Sardinia. 

But when Ι looked up from my desk in 
the guest house in Pondicherry, my eyes 
inevitably rested on two large photographs 
on the wall in front of me. In one of them, 
Sri Aurobindo, the founder of the ashram, 
relaxed in an easy chair in front of shelves 
of books. In the other photograph, the 
Moter sat in her sari on a bench in a 
garden, perhaps the lovely garden outside 
my room. Both figures looked at me in 
very different ways, he distantly, she srnil
ingly. My presence in their guest home, 
with catalogues and photos of Roman 
amphoras, would certainly, Ι thought, have 
seemed as exotic to them as the location 
did to me. Actually, they watched over my 
work only at night. During the day, Ι 
worked on the other side of town at the 
local headquarters of the Archaeological 
Survey of lndia, a building brightly painted 
in colors and patterns like those that 
decorated Minoan houses. That place, too, 
was exotic to my eyes. 

BC. They were containers for the pseudo
Koan wine that the Romans were fabri
cating as early as the 180's BC (Cato the 
Elder gives us a recipe for it). The Agora 
collection of amphoras in the Stoa of 
Attalos provides us with a representative 
series both of Koan and of pseudo-Koan 
jars, and on the basis of the careful 
chronology for Koan amphoras constructed 
at the Agora by Virginia Grace, the Koan 
amphoras at Arikamedu seem to date from 
as early as the 2nd century BC. Italian im
itations there go back to the 1st century 
BC, when pseudo-Koan wine apparently 
displaced Koan wine. That date is based 
on typological and epigraphical grounds . 

While only one Latin amphora stamp has 
so far been found in India (far from 
Arikamedu, at the inland site of Mathura 
south of Delhi), it is precious chrono-

after emptying , apparently for construc
tion , that we see them at Arikamedu. Many 
fragments, especially of Koan amphoras, 
are covered with small lumps of cement 
resembling the pozzolana commonly used 
by the Romans for underwater structures 
like docks ·and harbor walls. Were the 
Koan fragments at Arikamedu used for 
harbor installations? It seems probable, but 
it is too early to be completely sure. 

It is clear that the port area of the site 
is covered with Mediterranean amphora 
fragments. Several hundred pieces have 
been found and identified at the site since 
the 1940's, when French and later British 
excavations were undertaken there. The 
current series of excavations, funded by 
the Smithsonian Institution and now com
pleting its third season, has been co
directed by Vimala Begley of the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania Museum and K.V. 
Raman of the University of Madras. The 
site supervisor has been Steven Side
botham of the University of Delaware. 
Seven trenches were opened this season. 
The local work force , female and male, 

Pondicherry is the modern city near 
Arikamedu, on the southeast coast of In
dia. Arikamedu is probably the ancient 
Poudouke, a trading center of the wealthy 
Tamil kings who ruled this area two thou
sand years ago. These kings imported 
Greek mercenaries to protect them, and 
they seem also to have had a taste for 
Mediterranean wine and even for western 
olive oil and garum, unless the oil and the 
fish sauce were brought in for the use of 
Mediterranean traders living at Poudouke 
and trading western products , especially 
wine, for the Indian luxuries so much in 
demand in the West. Certainly very many 
more amphoras for wine than for other 
products have been found there. The wine 
amphoras came mostly from the island of 
Kos and secondarily from Campania, in 
southern Italy, where amphoras imitating 
the shape of Greek Koan amphoras were 
manufactured as early as the 1st century 

At Arikamedu, workmen (joreground) and (right rear) Steνen Sidebotham, site superνisor, and 
Peter Francίs (left rear), α specialist in ancίent beads. 

logically. Made ο{• the distinctive clay of 
the Pompeii area, the handle is very early 
in shape and parallels a number of stamped 
examples from the Agora, Delos, and 
Alexandria. These stamps name known 
Pompeians and date from as early as the 
second quarter of the 1st century BC. 
Typologically identical unstamped handles 
are found at Arikamedu. Campanian wine 
continued to be shipped to Arikamedu well 
into the 1st century AD. 

Amphoras were primarily shipping con
tainers, as underwater research has made 
abundantly clear. They were often reused 
for storage, but they were equally likely 
to be reused as building materials in con
struction or for dozens of other purposes 
ranging from ballistic rnissiles to ovens . It 
is as shipping containers that were broken 

was supervised by advanced students from 
Indian and American universities under the 
general direction of Begley, Raman, and 
Sidebotham. The ASCSA was represented 
not only by the writer but by Kathleen 
Warner Slane of the University of 
Missouri, who was studying the Mediter
ranean finewares found at Arikamedu and 
at other Indian sites. 

* * * 
On the topic of the ancient Medίterranean 
presence in Indίa, readers may wish to 
consult Rome and Indίa: The Ancίent Sea 
Trade, edited by Vίmala Begley and 
Richard Daniel De Puma and published ίη 
late 1991 by the University of Wίsconsin 
Press. 
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Summer '91 
continued from page Ι 

Stoa Poikile, excavations uncovered the 
ancient course of the Eridanos River , 
which still flowed in two parallel channels, 
each over 1.50 m. wide and covered with 
large stone slabs set on side walls also built 
of stone. Although no secure dating 
evidence was recovered, its careful con
struction and the fact that it runs almost ex
actly parallel to the Painted Stoa seem to 
indicate that it may also belong in the mid
dle years of the 5th century BC. 

Near the Sanctuary of Aphrodite , ex
cavations revealed Jate Hellenistic layers 
along the north edge of the Panathenaic 
Way . Also of importance is a pair of in
scribed stelai, reused as cover slabs over 
a stone water channel. One is a prytany list 
of215/4 BC, the second an ephebic decree 
probably ofthe 2nd century BC. However , 
further adjustments to the archon list have 
to be made before it can be dated with cer
tainty. 

Excavations by Cooperating Institutions 
continued at Halai in East Lokris and 
resumed at Kommos in Crete. Under the 
direction of John Coleman (Cornell 
University) , the Halai excavations reveal
ed the extent of the Neolithic settlement, 
at Jeast 60 m. NW-SE and 40 m. NE-SW. 
Although the pottery has yet to be studied , 
the lower levels probably date to the Mid
dle Neolithic. As was true in last year's 
excavation, no Neolithic finds can be dated 
later than early Late Neolithic and there 
is no trace of occupation at the site between 
then and Archaic times. 

Excavations at Kommos under Joseph 
Shaw ofthe University ofToronto resum
ed after five years devoted to preparing for 
publication the results of the years 
1976-1985 . The aims of the season were 
to explore Minoan House Χ, already 
sampled in previous campaigns, and to 
determine aspects of the plans and possi
ble uses of the two extensive civic 
buildings, Late Minoan Ι Building Τ and 
Late Minoan 111 Building Ρ , which extend 
into newly purchased property and south 
of a broad Late Minoan road . 

Other work by Cooperating Institutions 
consisted of surveys and synergasίas , or 
joint Greek-American projects . One 
survey consisted of a topographical survey 
and study of a late Classical-Hellenistic 
tower complex near the village of Poros 
on Leukas , under the direction of Pro
fessors Jane Carter and Sarah Morris of 
Thlane University and UCLA, respectively. 
Α second under Curtis Runnels of Boston 
University studied Palaeolithic sites in 
Thessaly with two goals in mind: a) to 
search for Lower Palaeolithic sites in the 
Megalo Monastiri region , and b) to carry 
out a geological inspection of Lower and 

School Travels to Cyprus 

Eleni Prokopiou sits in footpath at Amathus. 

Among the most pleasant duties of 
School professor or student are the 
School trips , which in recent years have 
ranged ever further . In December, 
ASCSA Director W.D.E. Coulson led 
23 members of the School to Cyprus on 
a trip organized by the Cyprus 
American Archaeological Research In
stitute and its Director, Stuart Swiny. 

Under the tutelage of the excavators 
themselves and of Joanna Smith , 
ASCSA SSI '87 and current Fulbright 
Fellow at CAARI, the group traveled 
throughout the island touching on 
almost every phase of its rich and varied 
history . The itinerary included the Mid
dle Bronze Age site of Margi , the 
Neolithic site of Κhirokitia , the Late 
Bronze Age remains and the Christian 
basilicas at Kalavasos-Ayios 
;)emetrios, the Iron Age city of 

Middle Palaeolithic sites discovered in 
1987 and 1989 along the banks of The 
Pereios River . Α third under Fred Cooper 
and Joseph Alchermes ofthe University of 
Minnesota surveyed the late medieval to 
early modern village architecture in the 
north-west Peloponnese. The need for such 
a survey is urgent , ' ince agricultural ac
tivity and the widespread expansion of con
crete techniques in the area are currently 
destroying the physical evidence for the ar
chitecture of the Byzantine, Frankish, 
Turkish and early modern periods . Still a 
fourth survey was conducted by James 
Wiseman of Boston U niversity in the 
nomos of Preveza in synergasίa with the 
Prehistoric/Classical and Byzantine 
Ephoreias at Ioannina. This project has as 
its broad , general aim the explanation of 
the changing relationships between humans 
and the Jandscape they inhabited and ex
ploited in southern Epirus , from earliest 
prehistoric times through the Medieval 
period. 

Excavations in synergasίa with our 
Greek colleagues took place at Pseira and 

Amathus , the Neolithic and Early 
Bronze Age sites of Sotira-Teppes and 
Kaminoudhia , the great cities of 
Kourion, Paphos, and Nicosia itself, the 
medieval sugar mill at Kouklia , and 
chalcolithic sites at Lemba and 
Kissonerga-Mosphilia . 

Among the speakers were Dr. David 
Frankel, excavation Director at Margi; 
Kenneth Schaar, current Fulbright Pro
fessor of Architecture at CAARI; 
Alison South, excavator at bronze age 
Kalavasos-Ayios Demetrios; Paul Scot
ton , ASCSA '91- '92 ; Eleni Prokopiou, 
Cyprus Department of Antiquities 
representative in Limassol ; Demos 
Christou, Curator of Ancient 
Monuments for the Department of An
tiquity ; and Paul Croft of the Lemba 
Archaeological Project. 

Mochlos on Crete and at Panakton in the 
eparchia of Thebes. On the islands of 
Pseira and Mochlos, work continued under 
Philip Betancourt of Temple University 
and Jeffrey Soles of the University of 
North Carolina at Greensboro, respective
ly, in collaboration with Costis Davaras, 
the Ephor of East Crete. At Panakton, the 
excavations were conducted in synergasίa 
between Mark Munn of Stanford Univer
sity and the Thebes Ephoreia of Prehistoric 
and Classical Antiquities . The purpose of 
the first season of joint excavation was to 
determine the characteristic stratigraphic 
sequence of the site and to Jocate un
disturbed strata, especially of the Classical 
to early Hellenistic and Mycenaean to Pro
togeometric phases , detected in the 
previous surface survey of the site. 

In addition to the above work, study 
seasons took place in connection with 
previous excavations at Samothrace, 
Isthmia and Kavousi and earlier surveys in 
the areas of Grevena in southwest 
Macedonia and Vrokastro ση Crete. 
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International Project at Midea 
Long known for ίts remarkable excavatίons ίn prehίstorίc sίtes ίn Greece (Pylos and 
Kea) and ίn Turkey (Troy), the Unίversίty of Cίncίnnatί has joίned α Greek-Swedίsh 
team workίng at the sίte of Mίdea ίn the Argolίd, as reported by Patrίcίa Neίls 
Boulter, ASCSA '51- '52, '55- '56, '65- '66. 

Midea is one of the three great 
Mycenaean citadels in the Argolid , with 
walls of huge Cyclopean blocks com
parab1e to those of Tiryns and enclosing 
a larger space than the walls of Mycenae. 
Clear1y it is part of the defensive system 
of the Mycenaean rulers . The acropolis 
rises dramatically 270m. above the Argive 
plain, yet is hidden among the hills to the 
east of Tiryns. The walls , 5 m. thick, are 
said to have been built by Perseus. For
tunately, Schliemann bypassed the site , 
which until recently remained virtually 
unexcavated. 

The richness of the rulers of Midea is 
attested by the gold cups and jewelry found 
in the cemetery of Dendra-Midea. Many 
will recall that Dorothy Burr Thompson 
found the lintel block of the Dendra tholos 
in 1926, while working with Carl Blegen 
at Prosymna. The tomb was later exca
vated by A.W. Persson, who found there 
the famous Dendra cup - a gold cup with 
octopus decoration. In 1939, he a1so open
ed some tria1 trenches on the acropo1is of 
Midea and the lower terraces , but did not 
continue after WW 11. 

Since 1984, Greek and Swedish teams 
under the directions of Dr. Κ . Demako
poulou and Professor Ρ . Astrom, respec
tively, have been excavating areas of the 
citadel: the West and the East Gates .In 
1985 and 1987 trial trenches were dug on 
the 1ower terraces under the direction of 
Gise1a Walberg, Professor ofBronze Age 
Archaeo1ogy at the University of Cincin
nati. Evidence was found for an extensive 
resettlement of the area in LH IIIC and for 
a Middle Helladic sett1ement and tombs. 
In the summer of 1989, work on a larger 
scale started, with specialists in botany , 
paleoecology , zoology and geology. Four 
trenches were excavated on the next to the 
lowest terrace. In all four trenches , a 
Byzantine wall appeared partly undemeath 
a modern terrace wall. This wall had an 
earlier, Middle Helladic predecessor, sug
gesting that the terrace system, or part of 
it , may originally have been created dur
ing the Middle Helladic period. Middle 
Helladic Matt-Painted cups have parallels 
at Lerna and τiryns and a small basket of 
copper wire is reminiscent of two - unfor
tunately unstratified - baskets of gold wire 
from Tiryns . 

In 1990, trenches were laid out against 
the citadel wall. Remains of Mycenaean 
houses were found on two different ter
races . In two adjacent trenches on the up
per terrace, a LH IIIC stratum was found 
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LH 111 Β stirrup jar with cult symbols 
from Midea. 

immediately above a thick ash layer which 
represents a great fire . Underneath were 
walls, a floor and a well-built threshold , 
consisting of several large stone s\abs. It 
is clear that the walls enclosed a large 
room. The pottery found in the ashes and 
on the floor has parallels in the LH ΙΙΙΒ2 
contexts at Mycenae. Also on the floor 
were a cooking plate with parallels from 
Tiryns and Pylos , a stone tripod , a large 
and extremely heavy lead vesse\ corre
sponding to the vase that gave the name 
to the House of Lead at Mycenae, a col
lection ofblue glass paste beads, including 
a figure-of-eight shield and a piece 
decorated with aQ ivy motif and bone 
implements with snarpened ends . Organic 
remains , such as carbonized figs, olive 
cores , grape seeds and lentils were still 
recognizable among the ashes . The soil 
from the ashes was froth-floated and the 
recovered material will be of great impor
tance for a planned reconstruction of the 
economy , plant resources and subsistence 
at Midea during the Bronze Age. Ν ο such 
environmental reconstruction has ever 
been undertaken at a Mycenaean citadel or 
at any Bronze Age site in the Argolid . 
Απ important find of the season was an 

LH IIIC pavement with an LH IIIC bowl 
ίn sίtu in a house on another terrace . Α 
similar LH ΙΙΙΒ2 pavement was found 
underneath . The presence of the two 
pavements indicates significant continued 
habitation after the LH IIIB catastrophe. 

The extent of the Roman material found 
was a surprise in view of Pausanias ' note , 
written in the second century AD, that 
there was nothing left at Midea except the 
foundations. Roman finds included walls, 
pottery , a bronze coin of Constantius Π and 
an elegant bronze spatula. 

In 1991 trenches were \aid out on two 
terraces against the fortification wall next 
to the trenches excavated in 1990. On the 
upper terrace four separate Mycenaean 
strata datable to LH illC and LH ΙΙΙΒ con
tained pithoi, food remains, a huge \ead 
vessel (D . of rim c . 35 cm.) and many 
cerarnic vases . The area with the pithoi 
may have been a courtyard . The most in
teresting cerarnic find from the lowest 
layer , which represents the floor of a LH 
IIIB building destroyed in a large catas
trophe c . 1200 BC , was a stirrup jar with 
decoration consisting of religious symbo1s 
including double-axes , horns of consecra
tion , flowers and different types of birds . 
The neck and upper part of a large 
Mycenaean female figurine of a type found 
at Mycenae and in the shrine in the Lower 
City at Tiryns was also found there. The 
evidence is not yet sufficient to a11ow iden
tification of the area as a cult area or any 
of the rooms as a shrine , but further exca
vation ofthe complex should make it possi
ble to deterrnine the roles played by storage 
and religious activities . 

In a trench excavated on the lower ter
race, a Linear Β inscription was found in 
a LH ΙΙΙΒ context, the first Linear Β in
scription found at Midea. The inscription 
is made on two sides of a piece of hard
baked clay , a ' ' label''. One side is inscrib
ed with the CYPEROS-ideogram and the 
other with the syllabograms ro and zo. 
Finds from the same area include the 
middle part of a bronze sword . In a near
by trench fresco fragments were found, 
one with turquoise, brown and black paint. 
Α continuation of the pavement found in 
1990 was also discovered on this terrace . 

On the sarne terrace a well-dressed 
Mycenaean wall built of large stones ap
peared . Its width is 1.10 m. and its length 
excavated so far c. 13m. Two transverse 
wal\s , of which one forms a corner with 
the 1arge wall , and a floor were found in
side the large wall. The large wall and the 
transverse walls clearly belong together 
with a simi1arly constructed wall and 
corner found in a tria1 trench excavated by 
A .W . Persson in 1939. The bui1ding, 
which can be reconstructed from his p1an 
and our wall s, has an interior roorn which 
must be 8 m. in length . It is obvious1y an 
important Mycenaean pub1ic building, 
most probably a " megaron " . Three more 
years of excavation are p1anned, beginning 
in 1993, in order to completely reveal this 
impressive building and the shrine area 
found during the past season . 
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Publications 
continued from page 1 

Creasey, computer adm ini strator at 
Princeton University Press, has served as 
hardware consultant. 

While projects currently on the Ibycus 
will be completed there, any new projects 
will go on the Sun system. Once the system 
is fully operational , the School 's produc
tion capacity is expected to increase, 
although many steps in production do not 
depend on sophisticated equipment. 

In the School 's procedure, acceptance 
and scheduling are complementary but not 
synonymous. " The speed with which any 
work is produced largely depends on the 
preparation by the author and the complex
ity of the editing and graphic work re
quired ," says Marian McAIIister, Editor 
of School Publications. When manuscripts 
are received, they immediately go out to 
readers. If the book or article shows too 
much repetition , lapses in arguments , or 
missing information, readers may suggest 
revisions . 

The clock does not start ticking on pro
duction until the accepted manuscript is 
considered "complete": corrections are 
made and all illustrations are in . Once the 
complete manuscript arrives at the office, 
it is put on the production schedule , with 
books and articles taking their turn in line. 
The Publications Committee advises on 
setting priorities, but the Editor deterrnines 
the actual schedule. 

Two operations occur simultaneously : 
the preparation of the text and the prepara
tion of the illustrations . Text preparation 
starts with editing . Since the reviewers 
look primarily at overall content , closer 
scrutiny is needed when the manuscript 
returns to the office. Susan Holbrook, 
Associate Editor , does the preliminary 
editing of Hesperίa articles, as well as 
coordinate communications between the 
office and the members of the Publications 
Committee. The length of the editing pro
cess depends on many factors: how many 
other manuscripts are in the office, how 
long the text is, and how weιι· it is writ
ten. Once editing is begun , two or three 
months to edit is not out of the ordinary . 
The edited manuscript is then returned to 
the author for approval before it is typeset. 

When the manuscript returns with the 
author 's approval , then Sarah George 
(Figueira) , the Publication Office's in
house Production Manager , takes over , 
setting the pages in type. Although an 
author-supplied diskette greatly cuts the 
amount of time Dr. George needs to pro
duce the galleys , format commands create 
problems. According to her, " The cleaner 
the diskette is of commands, the easier it 
is to transfer to our equipment. '' Dr. 
George has accumulated considerable ex-

Publications office staff (from left) Pat Tanner, Nancy Moore, Sarah Figueira, Marian McAllister, 
Susan Potavin . 

pertise setting inscriptions, catalogues, and 
unusual 'archaeological ' format of many 
of the School publications . Once the pages 
are set, they travel between author and of
fice, first as galleys, later (for books) as 
page proofs , until both sides are satisfied 
with the product. 

During the text preparation, Susan 
Potavin , the Publications Office 's Graphic 
Artist, lays out the plates and figures . Το 
facilitate her work, Potavin finds it most 
helpful if the author offers suggestions and 
schematic layouts along with the 
photographs. " There is an art to compos
ing plates and captions, but guidance from 
the author on preferred scales and com
binations (groupings) of photographs is 
rea\ly useful ," she notes. She adds that 
some publishers are becoming reluctant to 
take on archaeological publications, so 
complex are their requirements in layout 
and text formatting. 

The first step is to prepare the layout, 
following the Editor's suggestions for 
placement of photographs . If there is any 
doubt about the finaΊ arrangement of the 
plate, Ms. Potavin has to wait , since 
changes to the plates are very expensive. 
The photographs are sized and sent to the 
printer , who shoots the photos and sends 
them back as loose "silverprints." She 
lays them out on the School templates , the 
Editor and the author check them over , and 
then the material goes back to the printer. 
On its return to Publications, round three 
commences as Ms. Potavin strips in the 
captions and returns them to the printer , 
who will send them back as blueprints . The 
preparation of linecut illustrations differs 
somewhat but also involves multiple ίnter
changes between the author and _ the 
Publications Office. 

The Editor and the Associate Editor do 
final readings to catch any errors that might 

have survived to the last stages, check the 
index that the author has prepared , and 
compare for one last time the text with il
lustrations . Then the printing and binding 
process can begin . 

Pat Tanner , as Publications Secretary , 
handles orders and inventory , maintains 
the subscription list , and works with the 
Blegen Library in Athens on exchanges 
with other institutions . She also takes care 
of shipping books and journal out, from 
packaging to postage. 

* * * 
In addition to implementing new 

technology, the Publications Office has ex
panded its operations by hiring Nancy 
Moore as Editor of Monographs. Dr. 
McAIIister will continue to edit some 
books but will be freer to concentrate on 
Hesperίa while overseeing the overall 
publications program. Dr. Moore 's con
nections with the School go back to 1976, 
when she attended the School 's Summer 
Session . She returned as a Regular 
Member for the 1978/79 year and dug in 
the Athenian Agora in 1980. Between 1981 
and 1983 she was Assistant to the Editor 
of Publications ίη Princeton. She left 
Princeton in 1983 to work in commercial 
and financial printing in New York. In 
1990, she moved into magazines , becom
ing managing editor of a nursing publica
tion until it was sold in mid-1991 . 
Throughout, she has kept up editorial skills 
by freelancing for several scholarly 
publishers. She has overseen numerous 
production projects while at a commercial 
printer and as newsletter editor for a 
graphic arts organization in New York. 
Dr. Moore received her PhD in 1984 from 
Princeton University. Her dissertation was 
on the lifetime and early posthumous 
coinage of Alexander the Great from Pella. 
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Oscar Broneer, Απ Appreciation 
For more than fifty years the name 

Oscar Broneer was synonymous with the 
American School. As student, field direc
tor of the Corinth excavations and pro
fessor of archaeology his had been a con
stant presence ίη Athens and Corinth from 
1924 οη. His life and career spanned 
almost a century of archaeology in Greece. 
Dorpfeld , Oikonomos , Kourouniotes , 
Orlandos, names associated with the begin
nings of modern Classical Archaeology, 
were his teachers and friends. Το the many 
who studied at the School from the 30s to 
the 50s he was an ideal teacher , allowing 
them to work independently but always 
available with erudite archaeological 
knowledge and practical advice. 

~ Born December 28 , 1894, in Sweden, 
Oscar Broneer arrived in the USA in 1913 
and studied at Augustana College and the 
University ofCalifornia at Berkeley, from 
which he received his PhD in 1931 . He 
went as a student to the American School 
ίη 1924. From 1948 until he retired in 1960 
Mr. Broneer was Professor of Archae
ology in the Department of Classical 
Languages and Literature at the University 
of Chicago, and he directed the University 
of Chicago excavations at Isthmia from 
1952 until 1976. Ιη the mid 40s he had 
served as Executive Vice President of the 
Greek War Relief Association in New 
Υ ork City , taking part in a special relief 
mission to Greece in 1945.\In recognition 
of his philanthropic services and his con
tributions to Greek archaeology he was 
made a Commander of the Royal Hellenic 
Order of the Phoenix in 1962 and also an 
Honorary Citizen of Ancient Corinth . Ιη 
1969 he was awarded the gold medal for 
Distinguished Archaeological Achieve
ment by the Archaeological Institute of 
America. 

I 

Although he became largely identified 
with Ancient Corinth and the Corinthia 
through his publication of the terracotta 
lamps and of the South Stoa, Mr . Broneer 
made important contributions in other 
areas as well: he excavated the sanctuary 
of Aphrodite and Eros οη the North Slope 
Όf the Acropolιs (better known to some 
because ofthe Mycenaean spring) and ex
cavated and reconstructed the lion of Am
phipolis (with the French School in 
Athens) . His last great accomplishment 
was the discovery and excavation of the 
sanctuary of Poseιdon at Isthm1a . 

Even after h1s retιrement trom the 
University of Chicago in 1960 students fre
quently sought his guidance about Corinth, 
about lamps, about theaters and stadia, 
about early temple architecture. Sometimes 
the guidance was scholarly , presenting a 
perspective that was valuable because it en
compassed the growth of a discipline; 

Oscar Broneer in Chicago, 1962 , during appointment as Commander of the Royal Order of 
Phoenix of Greece. 

sometimes it was anecdotal , part of the oral 
tradition of the School. Mr. Broneer was 
hampered by blindness in the last decade 
of his life and had to give up publishing 
and eventually even lecturing , but his 
memory of practically every stone at Cor
inth and lsthmia allowed him to continue 
fo\lowing the excavations with interest. 
Until the last months before he died he 
maintained a correspondence with friends 
and continued to k~ep up with world news . 

* * * 
Α young cardiologist , based in Stym

phalos, tended Mr. Broneer through these 
last months. His grandson George had 
come from Paris to spend a companionable 
week with him . His son, Paul , who lives 
in 0\d Corinth , visited him every day. 
Betsy Gebhard's supportive visit, in 
February , was providentially welcome. 
The funeral , in Old Corinth , was attended 
by the entire able-bodied population of the 
village. The church was packed, Charles 
Wil\iams and Andreas Mavragannis spoke 
the eulogies. It was freezing cold through
out; snow blanketed Acrocorinth and con
tinued to fall οη the mourners - obviously 
a special tribute from the land of Oscar 's 
birth . The School supplied a feast to those 

remaining at the Belitsi house and the 
general feeling is that Oscar would have 
been pleased. 

Jack Whitehead 
1920-1991 

It is hard to believe that Jack has left us. 
Twenty years ago his death would not have 
come as a surprise. He was then in poor 
health, and had undergone surgery that 
seemed barely past the experimental stage. 

But in the course of these 20 years he 
had developed an aura of invincibility. He 
had survived heart attacks and falls from 
huge Vail cliffs. And his work was at the 
cutting edge of medical research , and we 
a\1 began to feel that ηο matter what hap
pened he woul.d pu\1 through . 

So his death from a heart attack in the 
course of a vigorous squash game came as 
a surprise . 

Jack first became known to me as the 
man who had patented bubbles . He 
understood that you could have continuous 
analysis of Iiquid samples if you separated 
them in a tube with bubbles. His vision led 

contiιιιιed on nexr page 
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to the development of the first automated 
equipment for the analysis of blood . The 
sale of this equipment led to the enormous 
success of his family company, the 
Technicon Corporation. 

Ι first understood Jack's character and 
personality when Ed Shapiro , the Chair
man of New England Nuclear Corpora
tion , and Ι invited him to luncheon at 
Lehman Brothers to discuss the possibili
ty of New England Nuclear purchasing 
Technicon equipment and getting into the 
clinicallaboratory business. We were cer
tain he was going to tell us what a great 
business it was and try to sel\ us a ton of 
gear . Instead , with great perceptiveness 
and frankness he told us that it would not 
be a good business for us , and to stick with 
what we know . Subsequently , he became 
a stockholder of ΝΕΝ, and Ι don ' t think 
he ever sold his shares . 

Wal\ Street misunderstood Jack quite 
completely. They thought his primary in
terest was money . The reason for this was 
the extraordinary valuation that the market 
put on Technicon when it went public -
maldng Jack one of the nation 's first 
billionaires - followed \ater by a dramatic 
downward revaluation. All was blamed on 
Jack, rather than the greed of speculators 
in the new issue market. But even then , 
while he was running Technicon, his 
friends understood that what really 
motivated Jack was not money , but 
medical research and technology and pro
gress in health care. 

This of course finally became clear to 
al\ when he set up the Whitehead Institute 
in what was the \argest philanthropic gift 
ever. Not only was it the largest, but it was 
also a most carefully thought out and 
astutely managed gift. Jack was never 
prepared to leave anything to chance, and 
his creation of the Institute was as 
assiduously organized as any of hi s 
endeavors. 

The American School met Jack after Ι 
suggested that his wife Betsy might make 
a good trustee. Ι had met her on the ΑΙΑ 
Board, where she was a valued member . 
She was a remarkable woman and an extra
ordinarily devoted friend of the Schoo\ and 
of archaeology . The Newsletter you are 
reading is only a small part of her legacy . 
In the early years Jack used to ask all hands 
why they were wasting their time with the 
past when they could be shaping the future, 
and making a difference. Later he 
developed a grudging respect, if not love, 
for classical archaeology , and especially 
for the people who were worldng in ar
chaeology. It was the people that really in
terested him , and certainly not the objects 
or the history : When Betsy died , Jack took 
her seat on the Board . 

His interest in people extended to all 
ages and professions. He would careful\y 

and bluntly probe what interested people 
and why. lf they seemed to be wasting their 
lives he told them so , even if it was a first 
meeting . 

Slding was one of his great passions, and 
many of his friends came to know him best 
ο η the slopes of Vail , and in the course of 
political, economic and social debates at 
his large dining room table in Vail. There 
were always debates , because even if 
everyone seemed in agreement at the 
onset, Jack would take a strongly pro
vocative point of view that was guaranteed 
to produce sparks. Education and hea\th 
care were his favori te subjects, and his 
ideas were always rooted in common sense 
and practica\ action rather than theory. 

On the slopes he was a dashing figure . 
He had the most elegant sld clothing ofthe 
season. Then there were the sun block, the 
dark glasses and the Walkman. Every 
movement was performed with grace and 
confidence. None of his friends will ever 
sld again without thinldng of Jack. And 
few will fail to plant their poles , no mat
ter how many years pass. 

Jack had an affection for the Greek 
islands , and twice we had the privilege of 
cruising with him . He was game for a\most 
any adventure , including snorkeling and 
windsurfing. 

Today , without our friend , we can only 
ask , " What would Jack have done? " or 
"What would Jack have thought?" But 
that is not inconsequential : His personality 
and view of the world were so direct and 
unequivocal and constructive that for many 
years to come his friends will be helped 
by asldng those questions . 

Robert Α. McCabe 
Trustee, ASCSA 

Margaret Thompson 
1911-1992 • t 

Margaret Thompson 's lifetime fell 
within memorable dates : Washington 's 
Birthday of 1911 and Leap Year of 1992 . 
After graduating from Radcliffe College 
and before beginning her archaeological 
career, she taught at Trenton High School 
in the city of her birth. Her work at the 
Athenian Agora (1937-41 and 1946-47) 
was ίnterrupted by several years ( 1941-45) 
of devoted and constructive service for the 
Greek War Relief. Her training and fruit
ful study of thousands of coins found ίη the 
market-place of ancient Athens led her to 
the American Numismatic Society in New 
York City where , for thirty years 
( 1948-78) , she was Curator of Greek Coίns 
and then Chief Curator. During those 
decades she conducted seminars for 

students, publishect steadily , served the Ar
chaeologica\ Institute of America as its 
President, was elected to the American 
Philosophical Society, became Columbia 
Uιιiversity ' s Doctor of Letters, and receiv
ed medals from the American Nurιιismatic 
Society, the .Royal Numismatic Society, 
and the Archaeological Institute of 
America. Upon her retirement, the 
American Numismatic Society sponsored , 
in her honor, a thick volume of articles 
written by many col\eagues here and 
abroad. The series of her own impressive 
volumes on ancient coins was topped off, 
just before her death , by the appearance 
of Alexander's Drachm, Mίnts , Π: Lamp
sacus and Abydus. 

Frances F. Jones 

Doula Mouriki 
The young woman curled up in the chair 

opposite me twirled a lock of her auburn 
hair around her finger, an amused expres
sion on her face as she answered, ' Ύes , 

there is detergent in Greece; it's called 
'Tide ' ". Twenty years later , Doula 
Mourild was to remind me laughingly of 
that conversation, my first with her when 
she and Bill (W.D.E. Coulson , School 
Director) were both graduate students in 
the Department of Art and Archaeology at 
Princeton U ιιiversity . Bίll had just been in
formed that he had won the White Fellow
ship to attend the following year , and we 
sought out the new Greek student of 
Byzantine Art to ask her a myriad of prac
tical questions: Could we possibly live for 
a whole year in Athens on $1 ,000? Did 
furnished apartments include dishes and 
bedding? Are there laundromats? Υ es - we 
would not have to tramp our laundry clean 
in the bathtub , and yes, there was 
detergent! The good-naturedness with 
which we, who were so adrιιirably inform
ed about ancient Hellas and so embarrass
ingly ignorant of modern Greece, were 
greeted by Doula was characteristic of the 
interest and ldndness which she continued 
to show throughout her life towards all 
those who studied her beloved country and 
its art. 

Despite the international stature which 
she attained as a scholar , Doula always re
mained essentially a student of Byzantine 
Art herself, her enthusiasm infectious . As 
a member of the Friends of the Gennadeion 
group which toured Byzantine Cyprus with 
Doula, Ι saw this magic at work more than 
once, as she coaxed our way into small, 
locked churches, the keys for which were 
in the possession of villagers who for some 
reason had not been informed of our im
pending arrival and were not about to let 
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a grσup σf strangers into mσnu.ments under 
their care. Dσula's knσwledge σf the paint
ings inside the churches and her eagerness 
in describing them, stuttering slightly as 
she sσmetimes did when excited , never 
failed tσ cσnvince and σpen dσσrs fσr us. 
She left us all breath\ess. 

" Breathless" alsσ describes the interna
tiσnal schedule Dσula kept up , teaching , 
and \ecturing all σver the wσrld. She was 
a familiar sight at cσnferences frσm Bari 
to Belgrade, Birmingham tσ Dumbartσn 
Oaks and cσuld be fσund teaching in 
classrσσms in Princeton and Paris as well 
as in Athens. 

It was typical σf Dσula that she, whσ had 
authσred majσr studies σf the mσsaics σf 
Nea Mσni and St. Mary Pammikaristσs, 
published many σf the icσns frσm the 
mσnastery σf St. Catherine at Sinai, writ
ten mσre than twenty articles ση subjects 
ranging frσm Geσrgian mσnumental paint
ing tσ ΕΙ Grecσ , and been teacher and men
tσr tσ sσ many students, bσth Greek and 
fσreign, did nσt cσnsider that she herself 
was σne σfthe Great Names ; she was σnly 
cσnsciσus σf hσw much mσre wσrk there 
was tσ be dσne. 

Chief amσng her cσncerns was the 
preservatiσn σf Byzantine mσnuments , 
particularly thσse at Mistra, where she was 
in charge σf the restoratiσns cσnducted 
under the auspices σf the Ministry σf 
Culture and the Archaeσlσgical Etaireia. 
Visiting the site with her was equivalent 
tσ taking a crash cσurse in Palaeσlσgan ar
chitecture and painting, cσmbined with lec
tures ση the \atest cσnservatiσn techniques. 
She was full σf enthusiasm fσr all that was 
being dσne, impatient σnly with the 
unavσidably slσw pace σf the wσrk. 

The pace σf her Όwn wσrk never 
s\ackened. With ησ less than seven articles 
in press , she was still wσrking at her cσm
puter in her hσspital bed until the last 
weeks σf her life. Students she regarded 
as the hσpe fσr the future σf Byzantine 
studies, and she was generσus with her 
time, ideas, bσσks and especially en
cσuragement, even tσ thσse fledgling 
schσlars whσ were nσt σfficially her 
respσnsibility . 

In 1988, Dσula σpened her hσuse in 
Patmσs tσ participate in the symposium she 
had helped tσ σrganize in cσnnectiσn with 
the ce\ebratiσn σf the 900 year anniversary 
σf the fσunding σf the mσnastery σf St. 
Jσhn. Seniσr schσlars and students frσm 
arσund the wσrld mingled in the evening 
in her hσme, cσntinuing the discussiσns σf 
the day' s sessiσns. Eventually, we all 
retreated tσ the rσσf, tσ be hushed by the 
spectacular view σf the night sky, as 
beautiful and mσving as the midnight 
liturgy we had attended at the mσnastery 
the night befσre. Ι think we al\ realized 
then what a wσnderful thing Dσula had 

dσne in bringing us tσgether in that very 
special place. Such was her ability tσ 
enrich σur lives , nσt σnly ση the academic 
level, but ση the very persσnal σne as well . 
Such is the inspiratiσn that she has left us. 

Mary Lee Coulson 

Duran Mustafa Uz 
1946-1991 

The Schσσl has lσst a clσse friend with 
the death σf Duran Mustafa Uz, whσ died 
unexpectedly in December σf 1991 , at the 
age σf 45. Fσr the past ten years Mustafa 
was the sίne qua non σf the ASCSA field 
trips tσ Turkey , serving as lecturer , 
σrganizer, cσurier, and general explicatσr 
σf Turkish histσry , language, and culture. 
lt is hard tσ σverestimate the cσntributiσn 
he made tσ the culminating trip σf the 
academic year. 

Mustafa Uz on α School trip to Turkey 

Mustafa was bσrn in Ankara and toσk 
his ΒΑ degree frσm Middle East Technical 
University in Architecture in 1969. His 
assσciatiσn with American archaeσlσgists 
began in 1971 when he wσrked with the 
Semayu-Karatas excavatiσns and enrσlled 
at Bryn Mawr Cσllege where he was 
awarded an ΜΑ degree in 1974. He then 
wσrked fσr a year as architect at the Cσr
inth excavatiσns. Returning to Turkey he 
held a number σf acadernic pσsitiσns in Iz
mir (Dσku.z Eylul and Ege Universities) 
and Ankara (Middle East Technical 
University) and wσrked as excavatiσn ar
chitect at Bayrakli (1970-1977) , Erythrai 
(1977), Klazσmenai (1979), Chrysa 
(1980), and Assσs (1981). Frσm 1980 un
til his death he was engaged in a detailed 
architectural study and excavatiσn σf the 
Sanctuary σf Diσnysσs at Teσs. In 1987 he 
was awarded his PhD frσm Dσku.z Eylul 
University fσr his thesis " The Temple σf 

Diσnysσs at Teσs. " His significant cσn
tributiσns reached published fσrm in aπ ar
ticle in Hermogenes und de Hoch 
Hellenίstίsche Archίtektur, the vσlume σf 
the prσceedings σf a cσllσquium held in 
Berlin in 1988 . 
Fσr a -decade Mustafa intrσduced 

ASCSA students tσ the antiquities σf lσnia , 
Caria and his native Ankara, and instructed 
them in Hellenistic architecture and the 
fine points σf dating mσuldings and carved 
σrnament. He was knσwledgeable abσut all 
phases σf Anatolian architecture frσm 
Brσnze Age and archaic , thrσugh 
Hellenistic tσ 20th century. His gentleness , 
warmth and enthusiasm made him the 
perfect guide fσr thσse meeting aπ Eastern 
culture fσr the first time, and the Schσσl 
will be a pσσrer place withσut him. 

* * * 
Α special fund has been set up and will 

be used fσr a memσrial lecture tσ be held 
at The American Schσσl σf Classical 
Studies in hσnσr σf Mustafa Uz in 1993. 
Cσntributiσns may be sent tσ the Schσσl 
in Athens, c/σ W.D.E. Cσulsσn , Directσr. 

Glanville Downey 
1908-1991 

Glanville Dσwney was an Assistant tσ 
Clarence Lσwe, librarian σf the Gennadius 
in 1934-35 , when the then-latest methσd 
σf library catalσguing was introduced and 
subject classificatiσn added tσ the cards . 
He was alsσ a member σf the Managing, 
Executive, and Gennadius cσmmittees σf 
the Schσσl and Trustee σf the Auxiliary 
Fund 1973-1976. 

Princeton University ΒΑ , PhD in 1934, 
Glanville Dσwney was a member σf The 
Institute fσr Advanced Study 1936-1940, 
1956-1956 ; Prσfessσr σf Byzantine 
Literature at Dumbartσn Oaks 1945-1964; 
lecturer and visiting professσr at many 
theσlσgica\ seminaries and universities; 
served in U.S. Signal Cσrps 1942-1945 , 
Nσrth Africa, Italy , and Eurσpe . 

Pu.blicatiσns include Α Hίstory of An
tίoch ίn Syrίa, From Seleucus to the 
Moslem Conquest, 1961, Ancίent Antίoch 
1969 (bσth Princeton U niversity Press); 
The Late Roman Empίre 1969; bσσks fσr 
yσung peσple nσtably Belίsarίus, Young 
General of Byzantίum 1960, and Arίstotle, 
Dean of Early Science 1962; many articles 
and reviews and many prσfessiσnal 
σrganizatiσns and services . His cσmplete 
vita is in the archives σf the ASCSA. 

His wife , Sarah Athertσn Dσwney 
(ASCSA. 1935 , 1937-1939) died in 1985 . 
He leaves twσ daughters , Katherine in 
Sacramentσ, Califσrnia, Sarah Dσwney 
Nixσn and grandsσns Steven and Andrew. 
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In January, the Center for the Study of An
cient Greek and Hellenistic Law at the 
Panteio University in Athens sponsored a 
lecture by ASCSA Trustee Edward Ε. 
Cohen on the Athenian banking system. 
As reported in the Athenian press , the lec
ture - which Mr. Cohen presented in Greek 
- was a ''revelation,' ' focusing ο η the cen
tral role of slaves and even women in bank
ing, not considered an appropriate occupa
tion for an Athenian free-bom citizen. Mr. 
Cohen, who runs a Philadelphia-based 
financial firm, has received degrees in 
Classics and Law. His book, ο η the Athe
nian banking system, is currently in press 
at Princeton U niversity. 

After twelve years in the preparation , Wil 
and Ellie Myers have finished the Aerίal 
Atlas of Ancίent Crete, now at the Univer
sity of California press, co-publisher with 
Thames and Hudson . It is due out in June. 

The Department of Art History and Ar
chaeology at the University of Missouri 
celebrated 100 years of teaching with a 
series of events in February. Also 
celebrating a milestone birthday this year 
is longtime associate of the ASCSA Pro
fessor Saul S. Weinberg, 80, Director 
Emeritus ofMissouri's Museum of Art and 
Archaeology . 

Dr. George L . Huxley, former Director 
of the Gennadius Library , has inauguated 
a new scholarly project, CURIA, to set up 
and operate an on-line computer-based ar
chive of literary and historical materials in 
the various languages of early, medieval 
and modern Ireland, patterned after the 
1hesaurus Lίnguae Graecae. Funding 
comes largely from ASCSA Trustee Dr . 
Marianne McDonald, who was also the 
initiator and major financial supporter of 
the TLG. 

~ 

Professor Mary Sturgeon, Managing 
Committee member from The University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, spoke on 
Corίnth's Theater Sculptures in the Special 
Membership Lecture Series at the 
Metropolitian Museum of Art last spring. 
Professor Sturgeon is currently completing 
her manuscript on the extensive array of 
Roman sculpture excavated in the Theater 
at Corinth. 

Α video cassette documenting the sculpting 
of Nashville's Athena Parthenos - the 
largest indoor statue in the western world 
- is now available from the Athena Pro
ject in Nashville. Included are interviews 
with Professors Evelyn Β. Harrison, the 
Institute ofFine Arts at New York Univer
sity, current Whitehead Professor at the 
ASCSA, and Brunilde Ridgway, Bryn 
Mawr College, longtίme associate of the 
ASCSA. 
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Professor Alan Shapiro, a Managing 
Committee member from Stevens Institute 
of Technology, who will serve as 
Whitehead Professor in 1992-1993, spoke 
on " Coming of Age ίη Phaeacίa: The 
Meeting of Nausicaa and Odysseus ," in 
the symposium ''The Female Figures of 
Homer 's Odyssey: Goddesses, Monsters, 
and Women," organized by Drs. Diana 
Buitron and Beth Cohen at Bard College 
in February . Among other presenters at the 
symposium was Professor Jenifer Neils, 
Case Western Reserve University , ASCSA 
ss '70 . 

Professor Thomas J. Figueira, Rutgers 
University and ASCSA '76-'77, has just 
published Athens and Aίgίna ίn the Age of 
lmperίal Colonίzatίon at the Johns Hopkins 
Press . 

Over the last two years, the Friends of the 
American Research Institute in Turkey 
(ARiτ) have provided travel grants to two 
Turkish scholars, Professor Yildiz Otuken 
and Sevim Buluς, to lecture and study at 
the ASCSA. As part of this scholarly ex
change, the ASCSA provided a grant to 
Dimitri Matsas of the Komotini Ephoreia 
(and colleague of Professor James R. 
McCredie at Samothrace) , who in 
November spent two weeks at ΑRΠ in 
Istanbul and Ankara. 
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